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All Si* Hurrying To
Implement Cease-Fire
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States today strung into
high-level diplomatic talks leading to a Vietnam cease-fire that
goes into effect Saturday night.
All sides hurried preparations
for implementing the complicated peace settlement, including a stop order at the Pentagon on virtually all American
GIs previously ordered to Vietnam.
Only some soldiers with special skills are to travel to Vietnam during the final three days
of direct U.S. involvement in
the fighting.
Also in Washington Secretary
of State William P. Rogers
slated separate sessions during
the day with Canada's foreign
minister. Mitchell Sharp, with
Indonesian Foreign Minister
Adam Malik and with U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheun.
Canada and Indonesia are
two of the four countries sup-

plying contingents for the international control group supervising the Vietnam cease-fire.
Waldtieim is to take part in the
12-nation international Vietnam
peace guarantee conference
due to be held within a month
after the Saturday signing
Under the peace agreement,
U.S. troops are to be pulled out
of South Vietnam over a 60-day

span and the Communists are
to free American prisoners.
U.S. medical evacuation
teams were poised to fly into
Hanoi to evacuate the first
batch of POWs as soon as they
get the green light following the
cease-fire.
U.S. negotiator Henry A. Kissinger says the prisoners are to
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Tobacco Price Falling

Demand Drop Blamed
For Falling Prices

Local growers have watched
prices fall on the Murray
Tobacco Market since the
opening day of sales, and many
have wondered what has caused
the decline.
general
Ellis,
Holmes
le manager of the West Kentucky
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association cites the drop in
demand by both domestic and
--- -foreign buyers.
Ellis noted both the sharp
-^
decline in the lower grades of
leaf and the fact that buyers are
being more selective on the
kills better grades.
which
"Bombing
civilians is a harsh topic. I hate
The quality of the tobacco is
bicomment on it. But since the not quite as good this year, Ellis
weekend editorials, led by the said, but he stressed that this is
Neu York Tunes, bring it up not the problem The demand
with strong language and weak is simply not there," he said.
memory. I beg to strengthen
The main drop in demand
memory
to be on the European
seems
''The Tunes called the recent market, in Holland especially,
attacks terrorbombings, un- Ellis said, although domestic
precedented, without Conmanufacturers of snuff seem to
gress's permission.
be
buying less. also.,
''Well, consider this. Who was
Times
the biggest-to use the
word-- terror bomber of all'
FDR, whose bombings killed
many hundreds of thousands.
An article in the Times some
time back assessed him to be
our third greatest President.
"Who was the most spectacular' Truman, who with just
two bombs wiped out two whole
Japanese cities. The Times and
others lavished praise on
Truman last week.
-Who ranks third in this grim
competition' Eisenhower, who
not only commanded the World
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
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Around
Minty-

Ellis observed that the
4ssociation has taketr^ approximately six or seven per
cent'V the total sales thus far
into the pool, under government
price support. He added that the
Mayfield market pooled about
one-fifth of Wednesday's sales.
'•It is my sincere hope that,the
market will at least stabilize,"
Ellis said. He declined to make
any predictions on the immediate future of the local
market.
Wednesday's market sold
Z21,281 pounds for $121,350.46,
and an average price of $54.84
Both
per hundredwieght
volume and average were down
from Tuesday's mark, when
brought
pounds
229,986
$130,120.06 for an average of
$56.58. Monday's average was
$59.35
- .TOday's sale will be the last
one for this week. Sales will
resume on Grower's Farris, and
Planter's floors next week.
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County 4-H
Three File For Office
In May 29 Election Here Scrapbook
Wins First
Three more persons have hepdale‘. HI, and two sons,
filed for election in the May 29 Danny. Maynard, married to the
Adams,
Darlene
primary, according to Marvin fornier
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Harris, County Court Clerk.
--Rupert Maynard has filed-for Adams and Jerry Dale
the office of jailer, Joe Ed Ma)nard, a junior at Murray
—
Pritchett, for Magistrate of Rii.h
Maynard is the son of Manley
District One, and Carroll W.
"Kelly" Guy, also for %laynard and the late Mrs.
• Virgie Todd Maynard' He was
Magistrate for District One
Maynard, 316 S. 15th, is v bop itu the Providence eyniwith the security department
Pritchett, Dexter Route One,
Murray State. Prior to that he
is employed at the Airco Alloys
was employed by the Mum
Wholesale Grocery Company Plant in Calvert City.
He is married to the former
for 17 years.
Juanita Brantley. They have
Mamed to the former Gussie
Wrye. daughter of Mrs. Dave. _ fourchildren, Leon, 11, Ruth 10,
Wrya, and the late Mr. Wrye. he Harold 8. and Joe Wayne, 6.
Pritchett is the son of Mrs
has one daughter, Mrs. Eddie
Betty Sue Outland of car- Joe Pritechett, and the late Mr.
Pritchett.
IA. Col. Guy retired from the

Resources of Calloway
County banks jumped by over $9
million dollars in 1972 according
to the published statements of
the three banks
Total resources of the three
banks at the close of business at
the end of December 1972
amounted to $93,930,225
Resources at the close of
business at the end of December
1971 amounted to $84,473,175.
The Bank of Murray listed
their resources as $52,841,078;
the Peoples Bank $34,950,746;
and the Dees Bank of Hazel as
$6,138,401.
The Murray Branch of the
Federal Savings and Loan
Association resources or
deposits cannot be obtained
since the assets of this branch
cannot be separated from those
of the parent firm. It is believed
that with the steady growth of
the Murray Branch that total
resources of local banking' institutions will near $100.000,000
The Peoples Bank listed their
deposits at the end of 1972 as
$31,130,798, an increase of over
$3 nullion dollars over 1971
when the deposits were
828,484,811

The Hank of Murray showed
deposits at the close of business
in 1972 as $47,417,218, a gain of
nearly $6 million dollars over
l971 when the deposits were
reported as $41,791,905.
The Dees Bank of Hazel
reported deposits of $5,580,015
at the close of business in 1972
while the figure for 1971 was
$5,016,347
Total deposits for the three
banks at the close of business in
1972 amounted to $84,128,031
while the total deposits at the
end of 1971 amounted to
$75,293,063 for a gain of about $9
million dollars.
Loans at the Bank of Murray
amounted to over $31 million
dollars in 1972 while loans at the
Peoples Bank amounted to
nearly $21 million dollars.
Loans at the Dees Bank of Hazel
amounted to over $2 million
dollars
All of the local banks have
upgraded their facilities The
1)ees Bank of Hazel is in completely new and modern
quarters. The bank moved into
this new building last year
Randall Patterson is president
(Continued on Page Sixteen ,

The 'a llou ay t .ounty 4-H
Council has been named as first
place winner for its scrapbook
in the eight counties Purchase
area composed of Fulton, Hickman. Ballard, Carlisle, McIwiessimiemor
4'racken, Marshall, Graves and
s.
y
Callow-a Countie
Mrs. Cecil like and Mrs.
Arlie Scott will arcept the
award for the scrapbook at the
State 4-H Leaders Council
meeting at the Uniarersity of
Kentucky, Lexington, on Friday
and Saturday Mr. and Mrs
A reading disability which may affect as many as 10 to 15
Scott are leaders representing
per cent of all school children will be discussed by a leading
the area at the meeting
authority at the Murray University School Auditorium next
Carves Paschall, viceWednesday at.7:..30 p.m.
president of the Calloway 4-H
Dr Charles L.ShArd; authoritYlki reading disabilities, will
Council, displayed the book
Dyslexia, a condition of the central neervous
Judge
on
County
-peak
y
Callowa
before
(Continued on Page Sixteee) Roberto. Miller at his office on
system which produces specific learning disabilities, and
affects about 10 to 15 per cent of the eight million school
Wednesday. The book was
.-hildren in this country
judged by leaders from the
Children with this handicap are normal in every way.
Pennyrile district.
except they cannot learn to read by the conventional methods
The scrapbook showing the
tised in the normal classroom.
activities of the Council was
Children with Dyslexia are expected to learn and compete
compiled by Mrs, Cecil Like,
with the normal children, which they cannot do This brings
Mrs. Arlie Scott, Mrs. Joe Sledd,
about a decline in self-respect to these children, and
and Fred Gillum, county 4-H
covered
is
frustrations begin to appear
book
agent The ring
Shedd, of the Reading Research Foundation, in 1.aFayette.
in green with the 4-H enblem on
Louisiana, will also be in Mayfield on January 28-31 to hold a
he front.
Notices of farm feed grain
I hagnostic Clinic, designed to find Dyslexic and
Divisions of the book include,
bases, wheat allotments, Council - Officers and minutes;
Hyperkinetic children
and
bases,
Many other physical handicaps are also diagnosed in these
conserving
banquet; trips; style revue;
clinics, such as the aphasiac, emotional, mentally retarded,
established yields of 1973 are demonstrations and speeches;
aphasiac dyslexic, and the educationally deprived. .‘
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Historians Will Probe Motives
Of Vietnam War For Many Years
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BARNHART BOY
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Ronald Alan is the name
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board meeting ''al Louisville of Hardin for her baby boy.
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January
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Let WeightWatchers Help You Do It!
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State University.
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If the snow caused you to stay in,

you did not miss anything because . . .

Mother Goose Fashions'
SALE
Is Still Going On!!
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Tigers And !Akers To
Tangle Saturday. Night

Bank Of Murray
Remains On Top
In Adult League
In a battle of undefeated
teams last night in the Adult
Basketball League, the Bank of
Murray took a 71-63 win over the
Palace Drive Inn
Both teams were averaging
over 80 points per game but
defense and strong rebounding
played the key role last night.
The Bank of Murray moved to
a 29-36 lead at intermission and
increased the lead during the
third period. Several times in
the last quarter the Palace
came back and cut the margin
down to four points but the Bank
of Murray managed to hang on
for the win.
Tony Thomas paced the
winners with 23 points while
Larry Hill and Jimmy Clapp
each tossed in 17. Mike Sims,
the leading scorer in the league,
fired in 33 for the losers

Tuesday night's action found
Astro Car Wash taking a two
point win over Douglas' AnStars while the Bank of Benton
romped past Edd's Army 48-34.
Douglas moved to a 23-18 first
period lead and enjoyed a 51-39
halftime cushion.
In the third pesiod,,Stan Key
and Jim Lamb turned on for
Astro and by the end of the
stanza, the Douglas' lead had
been trimmed to only two
points
The game was decided in the
final 15 seconds when Key hit
two charity tosses to give the
win to Astro Car Wash. Key
paced the winners with 28 while
Lamb and Paul Garrison hit for
14 apiece. Charles Brandon,
who scored 21 points in the first
half, paced Douglas with 29
while Ruthledge added 21.

Tom Matte Traded To
Chargers For Draftee
BALTIMORE AP — Tom
Matte the "garbage can- runrung back, says he's undecided
on whether to report to the San
Diego Chargers or retire from
pro football.
-I'm mulling it over," Matte
said Wednesday after being
traded to the Chargers by the
Baltimore Colts for an eighthround choice in next week's National Football League player
draft
It was the second deal in
three days between the two
clubs involving a veteran player. On Monday, the Colts
dpped legendary quarterback
John Unitas to San Diego for
"future considerations "
Unitas also has indicated reservations about reporting to the
Chargers.
Like Unitas, Matte had complained openly Last fall about
the tactics of Baltimore's new
General Manager Joe Thomas

After starting the first four
games of the season, Matte was
sidelined by a hip Injury
against San Diego. He missed
the Dallas contest the following
week and on Oct. 22 was deactiviated after suffering a recurrence of bleeding ulcers.
At nudseason, he called a
news conference to complain
about the delay in his reactivation and criticize the Colts'
youth movement under Thomas.
Matte was returned to the active roster Dec 9 and performed on the special teams
during the last two games. But
throughout the campaign, the
one-time Ohio State star indicated that 1972 would be his
final year as a player.
He earned the nickname
"Garbage Man" for his ability
to do so many things to help a
club without showing a flashy
style.
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By MIKE BRANDON
little luck, the Tigers could have
Ledger& Times Sportswriter
taken the win.
The heated rivalry between
Juniors Ray Lane and Glenn
Murray High and Calloway Jackson will be starting at
County will resume Saturday guards for the Tigers. Lane has
night when the Tigers will been playing his best bail of the
entertain the Lakers.
season as he has scored 44
Because the Murray State points in the past two games.
and Western Kentucky game Lane is an excellent shooter and
has been moved up to an early is a strong man on the seconstarting time, the Lakers and dary rebounds. Jackson, a
the Tigers will play the game on strong man on the boards also,
the original date.
has been scoring 13 points a
The
been game.
had
game
-rescheduled for February--1l-. Dean Willis and George
until the time on the MSLI!.__ Landolt will be operating at
-Western game was changed. .
Calloway County will bring an
overall mark of 15-4 into. the
clash. The Lakers, who won the
Mayfield Invitational
Tournament, have already defeated
the Tigers once as they took an
84-69 win from Murray. on
December 2.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
If Murray is able to stay on
Byron Beck never won a
the boards with the Lakers, the
contest should prove to be an game in Louisville That is until Wednesday rught.
interesting one
Beck was a key factor in the
The duo of 6-7 sophomore
center James Wells and 6-5 Denver Rockets 98-87 American
Basketball Association victory
senior forward Dan Thompson
will be the targets of the Tiger over the Kentucky Colonels.
Beck has been with the Dendefense. Both are exceptionally
strong on the boards and the ver Franchise since its inTigers must be able to keep the ception, and had not won a
two off the boards if the game is game in Louisville. "It's beautiful, he said. This has haunted
to be close.
Greg Howard, 6-2 junior me for quite some time. It's alforward,is one of the top scorers most like a goal you set in life
in the Region as he is sporting Every time we come to Louisa 23 point average. Rounding ville the losing streak is in the
out the starting five for the back of my mind. It's almost
Lakers will be Randy Shelton like a defeatist attitude. Maybe
and Marti Ferguson at guards. now I can start from scratch"
Alen Hannon), coach of the
The Tigers, who are 6-6 on the
season and could enter Rockets was also pleased with
trip snapped
Saturday's game walla wuoung the victory:
.r slate with a win at Sedalia a six-game losing streak for us.
Friday, have been playing Maybe this will give us some
momentum''
much better basketball.
Warren Jabah paced the
Murray was exceptionally
unpressive last Friday as they Rockets with 26 points, followed
lost a tough 64-60 contest to by Beck with 21. Kentucky was
led by 1)an Issel with 24 points
Mayfield
The Cardinals, like the and Artis Gilmore who had 23
Lakers, are a big and physical points and 18 rebounds.
The loss pushed the Colonels
ballculb. In the game with
Mayfield, Murray battled well .three games behind the Caroon the boards and with just a lina Cougars in the battle for

forwards. Willis is carrying a 10
point average while Landon,
who has averaged 17 in his past
four game, is sporting a 12 point
average.
6-1 junior Dan Hudspeth will
be playing center for the Tigers.
currently
Hudspeth
is
averaging 10 points per game
and has been improving under
the boards and on defense.
The preliminary contest will
begin at 645 p.m. with the
varsity tilt starting at 8:15 p.m.
Admission will be one dollar191_
adults arid 75 cents for students.

Denver Nips Colonels
On Road For First Time

The New Concord Cheerleaders were aamed as the Outstanding Cheerleaders WS week Is the
Calloway County Ekmentary School Basketball Tournament.
Top row, left to right, Bob Allen, principal; Felicia Housden, Cindy Brooke and Mrs. W.T. Patterson,sponsor. Second row , left to right, Cindy Williams, Lynn Gardner and Boni Hendon. Kneeling
In front is Linda McCuiston

Coulter Paces Morehead State
To 8140 Win Over Marshall
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Morehead nipped Marshall
81-80. Bellarinine pulled out to
an 84-79 victory . over Gannon
College Pa I, Kentucky Wesleyan solidly defeated Eastern
Illinois, and Transylvania.
fought to a 53-47 win over Union in Kentucky college basketball Wednesday night
Leonard Coulter popped in an
eight-foot jumper with just
eight seconds to play as Morehead rallied to edge out Marshall 81-80
Marshall dominated the game
until the final minutes, taking a
50-40 margin to the dressing
room and stretching the lead to
15 points at 71-56, with 7:18 remaining.
But Morehead turned on the
heat and held Marshall scoreless in the final three minutes.
Coulter was game-high for
Morehead with 30 points and 11
rebounds, as Eugene Lyons
added 18 for the winners and
Bill Dotson offered 15 and
handed out eight assists.
Bill Janes led Marshall with
18 points and Randy Noll and
Ty Collins contributed 17 each.
The win was Morehead's fifth
in a row, bringing its ledger to

9-6 overall. Marshall is 11-5.
Bellarnune saw a 46-38 halftime lead dwindle to just four
points with 22 seconds remaining, but hung on for an 84-79
victory over Gannon
• Bobby Todd tut.,sesion of 10
field goal attempts and all nine
of his free throws to pace Bellarmine with 23 points. Jim
Hall and George Duncan threw
in 18 apiece.
Joe Walker led all scorers
with 30 points for the visitors
from Pennsylvania.
Bellarmme is now 7-8. Gannon is 8-7.
In the only out-of-state game
for Kentucky colleges, Kentucky Wesleyan burned up a
cold-shooting Eastern Illinois
team en route to a 77-58 victory
Jyronna Ralston paced Wesleyan with 18, while Kerry Kincaid poured in 18 for the host
team.
Kentucky is now 13-1, as
Eastern slumped to 5-11.
Back in Kentucky, Dale Cosby ignited a late rally to carry
Transylvania to a 53-47 win
over host Union College.
Transy went six minutes in
the second half without scoring

Warren Spahn Voted
Into Hall Of Fame
By HUBERT MIZELL
Associated Press Sports Writer
-NEW YORK API -- A Hall
Of Fame twinkle appeared in
Eddie Spahn's 77-year-old eyes.
He taught his boy how to pitch
and now Warren was headed
for Cooperstown.
"That twinkle was reward
enough:: said Warren.
Spahn pitched heroically for
the Braves of both Boston and
Milwaukee, winning a left-hand-.
ed record 363 games With 13
seasons of 20 or more victories.
-It was almost midnight
Tuesday when the call came,"
he said. "We were at my dad's
bouse in Buffalo, N.Y. Suddenly'
I was in the Baseball Hall of
Fame. I almost cried."
Spahn was an overwhelming
choice with 316 of 380 votes
from the Baseball Writers Association of America. A 75 per
cent approval was needed, and
he had received 83 in his first
year of eligibility.
"The emotions flowed and I
couldn't take my eyes off my
father," he said. "He was the
one who taught me to pitch instead of simply throw
the
high leg kick, the style ... everything.': -

Ruth, Ty Cobb and Walter
Johnson," he said.
Whitey Ford. one-time clutch
left-hander of the New York
Yankees, fell 29 votes short of
the required 284 in his first shot
at the Hall. By chance, he ran
into Spahn at a restaurant after
Wednesday's announcement
"Nice going, Spahnie." he
said. "Maybe Mickey and I can
make it as a two-man entry
next year." Mickey Mantle, the
old Yankee slugger, becomes
eligible in 1974.
Spahn is bald, but athletically
trim at age 51. He pitched in
the major leagues until he was
44 and still wings a few in batting practice for Cleveland as
the Indians' pitching coach
Bill Meyers, a scout for the
Boston Braves, signed Spahn to
an $80-a-month contract to play
for Bradford, Pa., of the Pony
League in 1940. Two seasons
later, he was called up to Boston for the end of the season.
World War II horned in, taking 31
/
2 seasons from him, and
Spahn didn't win his first major
leagbe game until 1946.at the
age of 25.

After that,. it was gangburiMt. Spahn was a 20-game win"l-year-olinpahn will be ner 13 times in a 12-year
enshrined next summer at the stretch and wound- up with
--a
Baseball Hall in Cooperstown, record of 363-245 plus a bushel
N.Y."Right up there with Babe Of personal records.

ti

and Union moved out to a onepoint margin at 44-43. But then
Transylvania fought back for a
solid win.
('esby tallied 14 points to lead
the winners as Brady Wilson
tossed in a game-high 16 points
for Union.
Transylvania is now 10-4.
while Union is 4-10.

—the lead in the East Division
Denver evened its record at 2626
In the only other game scheduled in the ABA, the Utah Stars
blitzed the Dallas Chapparals
111-103 Ron Boone scored 25
points to pace the Stars followed by Willie Wise and Zelmti
Beatty with 20 each
Dallas, next-to-last in the
Western Division, was paced by
Rich Jones with 34 points and
Larry' Jones with 19
There were no games scheduled in the National Basketball
A -satiation

Rentz& To Go On Trial
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Wide
receiver Lance Rentzel of the
Los Angeles Rams, pleading innocent to charges 01 possessing
marijuana and codeine, is
scheduled to go on trial next
Wednesday'
Rentzel, 29, entered his plea
Wednesday in Superior Court
before Judge James G. Kotts.
He was free on $2,500 bail after
his Jan. 10 arrest and subsequent indictment by the county grand )ury.
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All Rolled Up Into One Car!

1 1973 Datsun
Do Yourself A Favor . . . Come out to Murray Datsun and Test Drive
one of our New 1973 Datsuns . . . You'll be glad you did!

We Still Save A Good Selection of 1972 . . .
510's — 2-Doors - 4-Doors - Station Wagons

Save Up To

by S

$50000

BATSON
Murray Datsun, Inc.
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

So. 12th Street

* OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8;00 *
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Murray State To Go For Third
Straight OVC Match Saturday
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Murray State's Racers, with ivera`ge of -23.1. Last week,
have had to fight for their lives when he was averaging 24.4, he
for two home-court Ohio Valley ranked 17th in the _ nation.
Conference victories over East Coleman, who beat Tennessee
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech, Tech with a last second tip-in
will go for their third straight Monday, is averaging 15.8;
Saturday when old rival Starks 15.6; Darnell Adell 8.8;
Western- Kentucky is in Barrett 6:61 and Williams 4.5.
Starks leads the team in
.Murray.
with 13.5 a game
rebounding
Hilltopthe
The game with
pers will be the OVC's television and in field goal shooting with a
game of the week and will begin percentage of 59.9. Both figures
at 12 noon. The game is a sellout. The Murray State women's
basketball team will play the
University of Evansville in a 10
•a.m.- pretiminary.
The weekend wins over East
and Tech gave the Racers a 3-1
MC record and a tie for second
place in the league. They are 9-4
overall. Morehead leads the
JEITPRV MILLS
conference with a 4-1 record.
Austin Peay is tied with . Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) - A
Murray.
Coach Cal Luther said he young Kentucky State team,
thought his Racers played much consistently improving over the
better against Tech than East last month, "has a shot" at
Tennessee. "I was particularly making it four straight NAIA
pleased that our ball handling titles this year, said Coach
was so much improved and I Lucius Mitchell.
think we have beaten two clubs
The Thorobreds, revamped
who are definite contenders foe by Mitchell after losing two of
the league championship,'• last year's stars to the pro
Luther said. Luther com- ranks, lost two early games but
plimented Marcelous Starks for have come back to bring their
superior rebounding and record to 12-3. They are ranked
scoring performances in the 2nd sixth among the nation's small
half. He said Steve Barrett colleges by The Associated
played his best game of the year Press.
against Tech and that Les
••We have some good young
Taylor had a fine second half.
Mike Coleman got a pat on the talent, guys that nobody heard
back for his rebounding and of before this year. But we've
Luther said that freshman started to jell and we should
a fine team. I think we
Jesse Williams was improving have
have a real shot at taking the
each game.
Western has lost all four of its tournament again this year,"
OVC starts to East Tennessee, Mitchell said.
Tennessee Tech, Eastern
Last year Travis Grant and
Kentucky, and Morehead. The
Hilltoppers have an overall Sam Sibei-t. both now playing
record of 4-10. But Luther says in the Natinal Basketball Assoregardless of Western's record, ciation, led Kentucky State to
he thinks Saturday's game will the NAIA championship In the
be a typical Murray-Western two tournaments before that
game in which records don't Elmore Smith, aLso an NBA
mean a thing. ""Western is a far player noe , led the team to the
better ball club than their title
iMitrhell runs down his lineup
record indicates," he added
if every player is a future
as
lead
to
Taylor contittues
Murray in scoring with an prospect

should-rank him in the nation's
top 15 this week.

Bruins To Shoot For
60 In A Row Tonight

1 Ut usual

•
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Racer Tracksters Open
Indoor Season Saturday'l
2

" -- By Mike Brandon
1.edger & Times Sportsariter
Indoor track season will begin
Saturday for Murray State as
Coach Bill Cornell and his team
will travel to the University of
Illinois. Middle Tennessee,
Kentucky , State, Lincoln University, Northeast Missouri,
Murray and the hosts will make
up the six team field.
Only three members of last
year's team have been claimed
by graduation. Gone are
sprinter Randy Smith, pole
vaulter Mark Michael and
distance man Jim Krejci.
On the surface, it would appear that Murray will have a
stronger team than the one of a
year ago which finished second
in the OVC Championships last
May in Johnson City, Tennessee.
One of the strongest individual performers to watch
this season is little SLIM Torres
a ho a as a three time AllAmerican at Genese College in
Flint, Michigan.
Tarres, who will be entered in
the mile and the two mile run at

Craig Segerlin, a freshman
from Sinclairsville, New York,
will be a strong contender in the
The ,Racers have ha 50.1
vault. Segerlin . who has a
pole
atpercent of their field goal
Torres has a time of 4:11 in personal best 15-6 should break'
tempts for the season and have
-ranktonight's Chicago Stadium card,
the mile and a fine 8:57 in the the record held by Doug Morris
CHICAGO(AP) — Top
out-reboundeq opponents 15 a ed UCLA's seemingly invincible facing Illinois (7-4), the club
outdoor two mile. His best in- which is also a 15-6.
games They ranked fifth in the Bruins tonight launch an histor- which gave UCLA its toughest
door two mile is a 9:01.5. Torres
Last week in a practice meets
nation in field goal shooting and ic two-game Midwest invasion tussle to date this season, bow'will be joined in the mile by at Middle Tenneesee, Steve
sixth in rebounding last week. which should gild their already ing by only seven points, 71-64,
cross country teammates Rod Ford set a new shot put record
They have averaged 82 points a phenomenal dynasty with colle- in the Sugar Bowl tourney.
Harvey and Randy Norris while with
throw.
his 520-'2
Tip
opponents' 75 1. giate basketball's longest skein
gii
Wooden sent the Bruins
veteran performer Dennis Sturt Sophomore Don Bibbit has been
through a brisk hour workout
will be running in the two mile throwing 514 in practice and
of consecutive victories.
event with Torres.
Against Chicago Loyola in the at De Paul University's gym
Chuck Jerz will join the
Cuthbert Jacobs, last Tear's previous two to give Murray
finale of a Chicago Stadium after deplaning from the West
Freshman Athlete of the Year some excellent depth in the
doubleheader, Coach Johnny Coast yesterday afternoon.
^
UCLA will face both Lowla
winner, should crack the 9.3 event.
Wtxxien's ets4ime NCAA cluunamark in the 100 before the end of
pion Bruins are heavily favored and Notre Dame without gt&d.
In. the triple jump, Tom
school. Last year in the OVC Williams, Lester Flax and John'
to rack up their 60th 3traight Tommy Curtis, who faded to
meet, Jacobs turned in a 9.4 •-Hiestand will be the Racer_
victory since 1971 and match make the trip because of the
second place finish in the 100 entrants.
the record set by Bill Russell- flu
However. Bruin kingpin, 6-11
and had an excellent 21.0 in the
paced San Francisco from 1955
Herman DeMunnik, who
-Our captain, Jerry Stafford, through 1957.
All-American Bill Walton, prac220 which earned him a second
would have won the OVC javelin
could be a fine pro because of
The West Coast wonder club, ticed snappily and showed no
plaCe finish.
for an
his defense and quickness. And 14-0 this season, Saturday after- effects of a slight ankle sprain
.lacobs will be entered in the last year had it not been
full
at
is'
and
back
is
injury,
Harvey Carmichael is one of noon presumably will try for suffered Saturday night as
Saturday,
dashes
60 and 300
who has a
The better sophomore guards in record-breaking No. 61 at South UCLA made it No. 59 in a row
Last year, Jacobs turned in a strength. DeRtunnik,
the country ."
30.8 in the 300, just .2 second 219 to his credit, will be joined
Bend, Ind . against Notre Dame with a 101-77 waltz over Proviwho
UCLA
defeat
to
team
away from Tommy "T-Bird" by freshman Don Wright
dence.
Arthur Box, a sophomore for- the last
be
not
will
two
The
207
a
has
on Jan.
Curtis will be replaced by
Turner's record of 30.6.
ard, "is going to make people with an 89-82 triumph
will participating in the event at
60
averpoint
the
court
in
4.9
Jacobs
whose
Irish
the
on
Lee,
Joining
Greg
1971,
23,
forget about Travis before he's
be Royston Bloomfield, who Champaign since their event
Notre Dame 16-71 is also on age isslightly under Curtis' 5.7.
through," the coach said. Leon
most of last season will not begin until the. outdoor
missed
Harris, a forward and Center,
of an injury. Steve season gets under way.
because
-is one of the best players I've
-Western will again lx'
Claxton and Racer football star
ever had around that basket "
Larry Brock are currently' powerhouse in the conference,",
battling for the third position in Murray coach Bill Cornell said.;
Bob Whaley, who became elithe event. In the 33, Bloomfield "I expect it will beta tough fight*
gible this month after transferring from Drake "could play
and freshman Greg Cooper will between Middle Tennessee and
us for second place. Overall, I
for anybody in the country,"
be chasing Jacobs.
think we are going to be just as
Mitchell said.
Fred Sowerby, who was strong if not better than we
Providence turned back Mas- second in the NCAA 600 yard
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Mitchell, who favors a runCarolina-Oharlotte 85-76.
were last year.' added Cornell.
-Fly hasn't yet hit as well as sachusetts 91-78; 15th-ranked run last year, will be entered in' Assisting Cornell this season
and-gun style of play, is known Associate- Press Sports Writer
The Austin Peay basketball _he's_loing to hit from the St. John's, N.Y,. crushed Seton the 440 Saturday. Sowerby, a will be farmer Murray star
as a nLster recruiter. "We .get
out and hustle and that's how we gymnasium seats only 2,305 and field," said Austin Peay Coach Hall 107-77; Dayton stopped popular member of the team, Tommy -T-Bird" Turner.
Miami, Ohio 68-61; Duke has a 47.1 for his personal best
get good players," he said. -We it used to be enough for home Lake Kelly.
Turner, a six time Allget on the road from the time games until this year.
Perhaps not, but he's not clipped Richmond 70-66; Boston in the 440 Mike Campbell and American, won the NCAA 600 in
Now, they
miraculously doing too badly so far He had University beat Holy Cross 75- Granville Buckley will also be 1971.
the season ends and sse stay
squeeze 1,500 more fans into a 33-point average going into 66; Buffalo edged Cornell 72-69; participating in the event.
there all summer
After Saturday's meet,
the postaee-stamp arena and Wednesday night's game That Fairfield defeated Boston. ColIn the 600. Cornell will go With Murray will be at ._Western
Mitchell inherited a team the ovt•rflou carries into the was almost two points better lege 69-65, Morehead nudged &simian Samuels and hurdler
Illinois on February 3 ft* a dual
that had a 2-16 record the year school cafeteria to watch on than runnerup Raymond Lewis Marshall 81-80; Fordham Pat Verry. Freshman
Randy
meet before going to Louisville
Joclouted Army 77-68; St
before he arrived at Kentucky closed circuit television.
of Ins Angeles State
Norris, a cross country runner, on February 10 for the MasonState After a 10-15 season, the
The big attraction is the • SuAnd his charismatic presence seph's,Pa., withstood George- will be the third Racer entrant Dixon Games
Thorobreds have been NAIA per Fly."
has juiced up the home attend- town 70-59; St. Bonaventure in the 880 yard run.
The first home outdoor meet
champions ever since.
The nation's leading scorer, ance The line outside the gym breezed over Canisius 68-58;
be March 24 when Murray
will
880
the
won
who
Francis,
Pat
Clemson drubbed the Citadel
••When you finds a good high James ''-Fly" Williams, contin- usually starts forming about 72-54, Temple blasted Pitts- in the OVC with a 1.52.0, will be will host Southeast Missouri
school player, you just keep on ued to pack them in and contin- four hours before game time
entered in the 1,000 yard run.
In other action Wednesday burgh 71-50 and Penn notched a
going to talk to him. That's ued to throw them in WednesFrancis will be shooting for the
LaSalle.
over
decision
57-45
that
38
night
points
with
day
night. ninth-ranked Alabama
how you build a good basketrecord
of 2.13_5. John Balbach
his
of
14
scored
"Fly"
The
helped Austin Peay beat Noel, trimmed Florida 82-74; No. 14
'ball program,' he said.
points in the last four minutes will also be running in the event.
The mile relay team, which
to help Austin Peay pull away
from North Carolina-Charlotte. finished second in the en'e', will
The sensational freshnian came be composed of Jacobs,
through with two free throws Francis, Samuels and Sowerby.
Pat Verry , who scored six
late in the game to break a 67•
points
for Murray in the OVC
unteani
his
get
67 tie and
meet, will be entered in the 70
tracked
Alabama used only six play- yard high hurdles Verry is the
ers to beat Florida All six co-record holder in the 120 high
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS vale. Butler. Lexington Lafa- scored in double figures, led by hurdles with a 14.2 and he owns
Atlanta dropped its third
hit an empty net in the final
Can the upcoming Louisville yette, Louisville Central, Madi- Wendall Hudson's 17 Florida the school mark in the 440 instraight game as California Invitational Tournament erase sonville, Paducah Tilghman
minutes to clinch the victory.
guard Tony Miller led all termediates with a 53 0. Gary'
"We controlled the play and broke a second period tie with the wounds Louisville Shawnee and Daviess ('ounty.
Craft, who is usually entered
scorers with 25 points.
"He took an awful fall!"
ground it out, just like a foot- goals by Ivan Floldirev and suffered by venturing into the
Madisonville and Daviess
Providence went on a 16-4 with Verry, is recovering from
ball team grinds out yardage," Stan Weir and then added two Eastern Kentucky mountains'
If a person slips and falls on
County were making their first scoring binge midway through a fractured ankle and will not be
weeks.
said Hadfield, who contributed more in the final period by Reg
your
more
this
walk, the homeowner.
two
for
10
top
available
the
in
appearances
commanded
had
The Braves
the second half to beat Masa pair of assists, reaching 500 Leach and Hilliard Graves.
landlord, or tenant may be held
The twins, John and Mark
the No. 1 position in The Asso- season while Bowling Green sachusetts. During that gameJim Pappin's goal with less
career points.
liable for the injuries
ciated Press state high school and Owensboro were bowing breaking span, Kevin Stacom Hiestand, will be entered in the
The victory moved the than three minutes left in the basketball poll almost all sea- out of the inner circle to make scored seven points for the high jump John has a personal
Liability insurance costing
Rangers four points ahead of game gave Chicago its tie son until they traveled to Man- room for them.
only pennies a day from the
best of 6-6 while Mark's best is
Friars_
has
third place Boston in the NH1.'s against Vancouver and moved chester to play (lay County.
Murray Insurance Agency
St John's took the lead after 6-7. Granville Buckley. who
Bowling Green fell before
entered
East Division. New York re- the Black Hawks five points
be
also
gives protection for injuries or
will
6-4,
gone
their
There, they suffered
had an
and
-minute
opening
the
mained seven points back of ahead of idle Minnesota at the first defeat of the season, had Scottsville by a Point, 81-80,
property damage to others
Buckle), whose 23-5'. in the
with Seton Hall. The
night while Daviess easy tune
first place Montreal which top of the NHL West.
long jump is only one quarter
their coach call them off the Tuesday
game
the
dominated
Redmen
Mike Murphy and Floyd floor before the game was over County thumped Owensboro 71thumped the Islanders
the school
at both ends of the court, shoot- inch ae ay from
The Canadiens used four sec- Thompson scored two goals and, eventually, were put (n 58 the same evening, earning ing 54 per cent from the field record, will be joined in his
INSURANCE AGENCY
jumpers
ond period goals by Chuck Lef- apiece, leading St Louis past probation by the state High Daviess exactly twice the numout-rebounding Seton Hall special event by long
and
753475)
this
Owensboro
BEL AIR CENTER
had
Bob
as
Berry
ber of points
ley. Guy Lapointe, Henri Rich- Los Angeles.
Lester Flax and Mark Haah.
School Athletic Association.
56-39
week.
ard and Jacques Laperriere to three goals for the losers, givIt aLso lost them the lead in
take control against the Island- ing him 28 for the season, tops the AP poll, with Lexingt, n
All of the nine sportswriters
West
Division.
the
in
ers.
-Bryan Station moving ahead by and sportscasters from cross
Gerry Hart had New York's
10 points in the vote tabulated the state had Bryan Station,
drily goal as rookie netminder
after Tuesday night's games
Butler and Ballard listed in
Wayne Thomas, filling in for inBryan Station was aided, if their individual top 10 selecReds
By
Signed
Chandler
jured Ken Dryden 'and Michel
course, by a 53-point victory tions. Tates Creek was listed on
Plasse, earned his sixth conover Lexington Catholic the eight ballots.
AP)
-The
CINCINNATI
secutive victory for the Canawas takReds
have
Cincinnati
signed night before the vote
.Shawnee, too, was listed on
diens. .
the Seaof
en,
loss
but
the
first
only eight- but was first or secBryan Hextall scored two lefthand pitcher Jeff Chandler, son for Shawnee helped, too.
Stagoals as Pittsburgh downed To- their first choice in the seconIt put the Braves in the same ondon all of those. Bryan
dary phase of the major league
ronto.
Station—both tion was on all nine hi either
boat
with
Bryan
No. 1 or !spot. --- •
The Penguins and Maple baseball free agent draft.
Chancier, 18, comes from only losers once.
Leafs swapped first period
this
pair
Following the top
Ballard's best votes were five
. All Silos In Stock
goals before Hextall put Pitts- Davis. Calif. and will be as- week were Louisville Ballard,
for third place; Tates Creek
Blockwall
burgh in front for good early in signed to the Reds' Bradenton, Lexington Tates Creek, 1.0Ui,had one third, three fourths and
Ha. farm chit)
the second period.
listtwo fifths, and Butler was
ed as third on three ballots and
Plus Tax &
fifth or lower en the rest.
Old Tore

Kentucky State Is
Shooting For NAIA

Champaign Saturday, was the
top runner for the Murray State
cross country team last fall.

Williams Scores 38 Points To
Pace Austin Peay To Triumph

Rangers Play 'Perfect Game'
In Extending Streak To Eight
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
"We played a perfect hockey
game," decided Vic Hadfield,
captain of the New York
Rangers
Armed with that piece of information, it shouldn't surprise
you that the Rangers whipped
.Boston 4-2 Wednesday night,
stretching their National Hockey League unbeaten streak to
eight games. Perfect hockey
will do that for you.
Elsewhere in the NHL
Wednesday night, Montreal
stung the New York Islanders
6-1, Pittsburgh slugged Toronto
5-2, California defeated Atlanta
5-2, Chicago tied Vancouver 2e3,
and St. Louis downed Los Angeles 7-5.
In the World Hockey Association, it. was New England 6,
Winnipeg 1; and Philadelphia 6,
Quebec 4.
Jean Batelle got the Rangers
an early first-period goal and
after Johnny Bucyk tied it for
the Bruins, New York used
goals less than two minutes
apart by Brad Park and Bill
F•airbairn to take control.
Wayne Cashman's third-period goal narrowed the gap for
the Bruins but Walt Tkaczuk

,
Oh

Bryan Station Takes
Top Spot In Cage Poll

the

-1RECAPS

RETREADS

World famous Beautyrest
Simmons starting at$9995
Bountyrest Supremo. or Back Care I

Sleep on a Beautyrest and take an overnight
vacation, every night! Only Beautyrest
has separate coils in individual pockets
to support you all night the way your muscles
do all day.. when and where you need it most
Beautyrest Supreme,-with firm support, or
Beautyrest Back Care I with a lithe more
firrnness for backs that need it One is right for you
Twin or Double mattress or foundation_

THURMAN FURNITURE
208 Main Street
Open 'Fri. Nights

ALL
POPULAR

This week's AP prep basketball poll, with first place votes
in parentheses and point totaLs
on the basis of 10 for a first
place vote, nine for second and
so on:
86
1. Bryan Station 151
76
2. Shawnee 14)
62
3. Ballard
50
4. Tates Creek
44
5. Butler
31
G. LaF'ayette
27
.
7. Central
s 21
8. Madisonville
20
9, Tilghman
16
10, Daviess Co.
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Ashland, Bowling Green, Breathitt Co„,Vainp- bellayille. Clay Co., Edgionson
Co.. ley C14, Male,' Maysiille.
Owen.shoro.
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NEW TIRES ON SALE TOO!

1 Year Quarantee On All Tires Pro-Rated
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Survival Courses Build Character,
Test Fitness In Boston Program

FACULTY RECITAL—Mary Curtis Taylor ileft, Donald Storey (standing), and Marie Taylor
(seated), will present a recital at 8:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Annex on Jan. 30. All
are members of the Murray State University, faculty. Mary Taylor will play the violin. Storey the
clairnet, and Marie Taylor the piano.
(Photo by C D'Ange(oi

Lyndon Johnson Administration
Plagued By Vietnam Conditions
'WASHINGTON I AP) — In
the beginning of Lyndon B.
Johnson's presidency, Vietnam
was a shadow on his horizon
At the end, it cast a pall ranging far across his administration
"The strain of prolonged engagement in a distant war stirred deep controversy among
our people," Johnson said later.
The war created or deepened divisions- -between the President and Congress, between
'doves' and 'hawks,' between
generations ...
So it was in a Vietnam
speech, March 31, 1968, announcing a scaleback of the
U.S. air assault on North Vietnam in a move to promote
peace negotiatnns, that Johnson
dropped his ultimate political
bombshell
"I shall not seek, and I will
not accept, the nomination of
my party for another term as
your president.'•
Johnson's
deep
disappointment shows in his memoirs, "The Vantage Point" He
wrote
"1 regretted more than anyone could possibly know that I
was leaving the White House
without having achieved a just,
an honorable, and a lasting
peace in Vietnam "
At the start, when Johnson
stepped into office in November
1963 following John F. Kennedy's asassination, Vietnam admittedly was a difficulty Kennedy had sent 16,000 U.S. troops
there, largely under the label of
advisers and technicians, Johnson was to swell the force to
some 540,000
In his first hours in the White
House Johnson was briefed on
foreign affairs While South
Vietnam "gave me real cause

f

for concern," he recalled,
"compared with later periods,
even the situation in Vietnam
at that point appeared to be
relatively free from the pressure of Immediate decisions."
In the presidential election
the following year Johnson
rated himself as a Vietnam
"peace" candidate as against
his more militantly anti-Cornmurust Republican opponent,
Barry Goldwater Johnson won
the election in a landslide
Yet various plans already
were under way within the administration, as the secret Pentagon papers later showed, for
more forceful action in the Indochina conflict.
In August 1964 the Navy reported attacks by North Vietnamese patrol boats on U.S. destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin.
The affair spurred sponsorship
by the administration of a congressional resolution that was
to be a center of controversy in
ensuing years during Johnson's
Vietnam buildup
The Tonkin Gulf resolbtion
was passed by Senate and
House by lopsided majorities.
In it, Congress gave its support
to the President for -all necessary measures to repel any
armed attack against the forces
of the United States arid to prevent further aggression "
Johnson maintained the Tonkin Gulf measure gave congressional support to the deeper
U.S. involvement in Vietnam
Critics vigorously disputed this

million
Meanwhile, he was accompanying the military stepup
with a continuing series of unsuccessful peace moves.
In April 1965 he delivered a
major address at Johns Hopkins University urging Hanoi to
join in trying to reach a settlement. In October 1966 he journeyed to Manila to join with
Vietnam allies in proposing a
peace solution
He sent diplomats around the
world on secret and public
peace-seeking missions, sometimes accompanied by pauses
in the US bombing of the
North
Finally. in November 1968,
Johnson was able to reach a
bomb-halt-negotiations
deal
with North Vietnam which led
to the Pans peace parley The
negotiating sessions at the
French capital got under way
just after Johnson left office
and have continued intermittently since
In one of history's comcidences, Johnson's death came
shortly before an expected MIbaling of a Vietnam peace pact
under the administration of his
successor President Nixon
Johnson felt that he had left
a springboard for Nixon to use
toward peace in Vietnam when
the new President entered office in January 1969

"I felt I was turning over to
President Nixon," he said, "a
In February 1965 Johnson be- foreign-policy problem that, algan the U.S air assaults on though serious, was improving;
North Vietnam. He followed up an ally that was stronger than
that spring with the in- ever before; an enemy weakentroduction of U..S. combat ed and beaten in every major
troops whose number eventual- engagement, and a working foly swelled to more than half a rum for peace "

A great new conditioner
or thin, dry, limp or brittle hair!
LOREAL
cfr
INSTANT HAIR CONDITIONER

LOAL

EXTRA BODY
with PROTEIN &THICKENERS
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INSTANT
MIR CONDITIONS

— EXTRA BODY
NOW WITH
PROTEIN
AND
THICKENERS
SO 0/

Only $1.59
in convenient
8 oz."try-me" size
L'Oreal's fabulous Ultra Rich "Extra Body" for', mula gives hair new body, bounce and beauty
instantly! Protein and thickeners add luxurious
Uillness to thin or limp hair ... hair that's brittle
or dry takes on new brightness and shine. Even
over-bleached, over-processed hair comes
"alive" again — and problem hair looks more
beautiful than it's ever looked before!

Central Shopping Center

--Survival courses may
be the newest concept of
education It may even be
what education is all about
And you don't need to be a
rugged he-man type to test your
Fitness As part of a new course
in survival at Boston University, a pretty 5-foot, red-haired
freckle-faced senior, Susan
Reiter. 21, has Just survived the
challenge of 330 miles of Hudson River and its rapids
kayakmg. canoeing, portaging —
For 21 days with four male graduate students on a reconnaissance trip
. At the university a brochure
advises students
it you feel
under the wheel from the pressures of work or you are suffering the ennui created by avoiding work, you should enroll in
one of the SURGE (survival,
urgency. recreation growth.
enthusiasm) Outdoor action
courses
Susan not only survived the
trip She might even be willing
to SURGE again in another of
the daring adventures devised
by Michael Jeneid. a British
education professor and naturalist with a background of association with Outward Bound
schools which improve self-image through controlled stress
outdoors
Rock climbing, cross-country
skiing kayak expeditioning are
courses that might even prepare one to face the rigors of
classroom work Courses of
four weeks duration carry credits from the school of education
The men -- John Snodgrass.
Bob Nolte, Stan Harbarson and
David Holdt - graduate students at Boston University -expect to apply their experiences to their own teaching
work in other schools
Even if the trip doesn't bring
out the latent courage in a participator it is a sure cure for
finicky eaters. Susan said The
group became so ravenous from
its strenuous days it would even
drink the vegetable water at the
end of the evening meal
• 1 ate as much as the men
did, sometimes six slices of
bread
said the tiny river
farer You get so you will eat
anything and you'll mix it all
together in your bowl
Meals were the usual camp
tare -- instant oatmeal with
raisins and sugar added for extra energy, tuna fish or cheese
at lunch, freezedned casseroles
at dinner No smoking. alcohol
or drugs were permitted
The group had left from the
source of the Hudson Lake
Tear-of the-Clouds in the Ad•
Irondacks after climbing Mt
Marcy to the spot where all the
mountain streams converge
After three days of portage
around dams, waterfalls power

companies and two additional companions floating down
days in a six-man tube raft in stream
"In the rapids you stay close,
which they sat straddle-legged
with one leg out of the raft, they. but you are on your own My
transferred to canoe and kayak first reaction was to get to
that would be used until they shore so I began swimming on
belly, grabbing rocks and _
.'paddled into the Battery in New
slitting my fingers a bit The
York ,City 18 days later
other buddies were floating.
They wore damp pants or
But when I got to shore there
shorts, and hiking boots or wet,
was no place to go But we kept
soggy. sneakers by day. but at
calling to each other and they •
night they wore iity clothing to
got through the brush to me bed And They went to sleep at
The $400 course may-prove-1p
dark in polyethelene lean-to
be the biggest thrill she will
contrivances strung betwee.n.
ever have but fishermen and
trees, after they had collected
they met in the north
firewood, done the cooking. and others
"thought we were a bit nutty."
had written the day's log which
she says
each had to keep
Their last day, the smoothAt a treacherous area near
Warrensburg. they had an acci- est. was an 18-hour one of 55
dent Susan had been sitting in nules.
You couldn't find such a
the middle of the canoe, the
heavier vehicle that stored learning experience in a texttheir gear when they took on book,- says the pretty sociolowater m the rapids • tried to cut gy major. who is Interested in
into an eddy and found them- mental health "Organization
conresponsibility
selves in another set of rapids
there are so
Susan suddenly was in the wa- quering fears
many facets to such an eXpenter with the geodetic map held
between her teeth She saw her ence"

WASHINGTON AP) - Here
at a glance is what Preiident
Nixon said about Vietnam
Tuesday night:
CEASE-FIRE An agreement
to end the war was initialed by
Henry A. Kissinger and Hanoi's
Le Due The in Paris Tuesday,
under which an internationally
supervised cease-fire will begin
at 6 p.m. CST Saturday.
PRISONERS All Americans
held prisoner throughout Indochina will be released within
60 days from the start of the
cease-fire, and all U.S. forces
will be withdrawn from South
Vietnam during the same period,
SELF-DETERMINATION
The agreement guarantees th••
right of the South Vietnamese'
-to determine their own futon
without outside interference"
THIEU GOVERNMENT: Th,
South Vietnamese government
and President Nguyen Van
Thieu fully support the peace'
agreement, as do other al'ics
who are affected, The United
States will continue to recognize Thieu's government and
will continue aid to South Vietnam within terms of the agreement.
RECONCILIATION:
The
United States is prepared to
make a maim ,elfort for a
peace of reconciliation. Hanoi
must reciprocate in order to
build and strengthen the peace.
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SURVIVAL — Susan Reiter. 21, left. paddled by canoe, raft and
kayak for 330 miles down the Hudson River in 21 days It was
part of an accredited course in survival With Susan are, from
left. David Holt, Bob Nolte, Stan Harbarson and John Snodgrass
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Origin Of Right Or Left Handedness
Accidental Death Rate Rising
For U.S. Women Ages 15 To 44 Remains Enigma To Research Scientists
most respun.sible fur the inA comparison of accidental
Man may not always have on the left side of the body. This end, birth and death, right and
NEW" YORK—Laches, it's as
in the death rates at
crease
and
white
among
fatalities
Be
--Always
predominantly. led to the interesting but barely wrong, and the pole that is
been
C.
B.
simple as A.
younger ages. In 1968, deaths
wrong is left." Right makes
Carefill-- fur your' accidental nonwhite females revealed from motor vehicles far out- righthanded--and may even plausible theory that lefun- ought, as the saying goes.
death rate is rising. Fatal ac- several significant variations. numbered all other types of have shown no hand preference thanders—who were so
The reference in Genesis to
cidents rank second among the For whites aged 15 to 64, the accidents for women up to age at all., reports the Family fortunate as to wield a spear or
sword with their left hand and God taking kx rib from Adam to
causes of death for women in death rate from all types of .45, but the proportion decreased Economics Bureau.
Artifacts left by primitive the shield with the right--were create Eve suggested that one
the United States at ages 15-44, accidents rose by More than with age. Between 1960 and
smaller
a
while
one-fourth,
a
men
suggest the nearly equal more likely to suffer fatal side of the body should be
taking
cancer
with only
1968, the death rate rose by
greater toll of their lives each increase was experienced by more than two-fifths for whites use of right and left hands. Most wounds in the heart. Hence, the subordinate. The view evolved
nonwhites; most of these intheory goes, lefthanders were that just as woman, made front
of man's early tools and
year.
aged 15-24, and by almost as
younger
eliminated after one of Adam's left ribs, is the
at
gradually
occurred
creases
study,
utensils---the
cup,
knife,
In a recently'released
much for those aged 25-44. For
hundreds of years of primitive weaker sex, so is the left the
statisticians point out that fatal ages. However, at 25 and older, nonwhites, the death Increased hammer, saw, axe, pail, etc.-,accidents are the leading cause the accidental death rate by about a third for the 15 were suitable for either hand. warfare, and the number of weaker hand. This has long
been discredited reasoning in
Today, only one out of 10 righthanders increased.
of death among young women remained much higher for 24 group, and by abopt twothe eyes of lefthanders
persons is lefthanded.
aged 15-24, and accounted for nonwhites, despite the greater thirds for
those
25-44.
later, the left hand became struggling to adapt in a
The origin of handedness—
over 40 percent of all deaths in increase of deaths among white
known as the pocket hand or righthanded world, the Family
than
less
was
increase
The
women.
official
an
leftor
remains
either
right
which
for
1968. the latest
sinister hand. Sinister still Economics Bureau found. Only
Motor vehicle fatalities were one-fifth for ages 45-64 for both enigma. Authorities disagree
flares are available
white and nonwhite females. about the importance of-ea--- means lefthanded, although it recently has It been considered
Thus, whites reported higher vironment and habit in the also means a bad omen, or an insult by today's liberated
soinet4tng malign and unlucky. women.
death rates from motor vehicle development
of
hand
The left hand began to be
accidents than did nonwhites in preference in Children
many
It is a Muslim belief that the
the 15-24 age range, but the insist that handedness is shunned and the right favored.
hand is unclean. Only the
left
Superstitions and wives tales
reverse was true at ages 25 and ingrained at birth.
left hand can be used for bodily
left
the
and
prevail,
to
began
older.
Dr. David Merrell, University
functions and contact with
Unfortunately, motor -of Minnesota geneticist, has thander became regarded as
impurities—while the right
vehicles were not the only found that both environment somehow peculiar, clumsy or
hand is reserved for social uses
problem. Deaths from all other and heredity play an important evil.
eating, shaking hands and
like
every
accidents increased in
role in man's tendency to have a
saluting.
By.,, medieval times, lefage group for white women preferred hand. On the one
during the period studied, but to hand, identical twins my grow thanded persons were regarded
a lesser extent than from motor up with opposite handatness— as possible sorcerers or witvehicles, among nonwhites, the which shows the importance of - ches. persons to be distrusted.
The devil himself was thought
death rates from all other ac- the environment. On the other
cidents remained unchanged hand, a child can be lefthanded, to be lefthanded. Even today, if
for those under 25, and even though both parents are you spill salt at the table, you JANUARY 22, 1973
decreased slightly at older righthanded—which shows the must immediately throw a ADULTS..114
NURSERY..7
ages. Despite this, the mor- importance of inborn factors. pinch over your left shoulder—
where the devil stands. On the
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
tality from accidents other than
DISMISSALS
those due to motor vehicles was
Handedness is not a unique right side is your guardian
Miss Judy Kathryn Curcure,
about twice as high for nonwhite trait of man, according to Dr. angel.
602 Vine Street, Murray, Mrs.
than for white women.
Harrison Tordoff, Director of
From the world's religions
Velma Jean Spain, 603 N. 18th,
The report also compared the Bell Museum, Minneapolis, stems much of the favored
accidental fatalities between and an animal behaviorist. treatment of the right. In St., Murray, Olive Frederich
Insured and uninsured females. "Many species of animals show marriage, the right hands are Hutchens, Route 5, Murray,
Mrs. Fred Jones, Route 1,
The insured women studied a definite side preference. joined. Oaths must be taken
Hardin, Mrs. Jessie Eunice
were drawn largely from the Handedness occurs in several with the right hand raised. Holy
Hale, Box 295, Puryea, Tenn.,
urban middle class and, if kinds of birds, as indicated by men are called righteous. A
1301 Main
Andrew Kuckles, 521 S. 4th
employed, were engaged the choice of foot used to perch worthy assistant is called a
Street, Murray, Mrs. Muria
nonhazardous
in
principally
Apes
into
flight.
propel
and
says:,
man_
rjghthand
Matthew
(Nextiloor to Dairy Queen)
Pool Brandon, 815 Hurt Street.
work. The statisticians noted show both left and right hand "Let not thy left hand know
Murray, Mrs. Mary Alberta
1971.
and
1968
between
and
even mice
that
and
preference,
-what
thy
right
hand
doeth."
•
D
BANKAMERICAR
• WELCOME
Huie, 815 Hurt Drive, Murray.
insured females recorded lower rats show side dominance,"
Ira Wile, a student of hanWilliam Mason Whitnell (exaccidental death rates than did says Dr. Tordoff.
dedness, wrote in 1934. "life
pired), Route 4. Murray. Mrs.
white females in the general
Cats and dogs, veterinarians constantly reveals two essential
Lora I.. Rogers ( expired), 101
population. Also between 1968
natural poles virtue and vice, strength 14. 18th Street, Murray.
and 1971, insured women ex- agree, show little
or the and weakne4s. beginning anti
perienced a rise of about 25 preference for one side
of
trauxl,
be
can
dog
A
other.
percent in accidental deaths at
right
ages 15-24 but had little change course, to -shade* his
paw, and horses are acat older ages.
Summing up, the accidental customed from birth to be
death rates for white and approached from ths left side
nonwhite females follow rather
In man, however, hand
differnet trends. Mortalities preference is very highly
from all types of accidents are developed—probably because
high among whites at ages 15- work becomes easier when or.
19, decrease to a minimum at hand dominates the other.
ages 25-34, but then rise with
"Nature arranged a division
age For nonwhites, the acof labor between our two
increases
cidental death rate
hands," says Cyril Burt. who
progressively with age. In the
classroom
broad age range 15-64, motor studled children with
Prices Good Fri., Sat., 8
learning difficulties in the
nonamong
deaths
vehicle
both
ocare
1930's."Seldom
whites are close to that of
cupied with precisely the same
whites, but the death rate from
task at the same time. Rather,
much
are
accidents
of
all types
the one complements the
higher for nonwhites
other -one is used for more
The future doesn't seem to
lively or delicate movements,
offer any relief. A decade ago,
the other for mechanical
approximately half of the
or holding. Thus,
women in the 15-44 age group movements
the left hand steadies the paper,
drove, while at present, the
and the right hand moves the
proportion is about three-fifths.
pen. The innate tendency to
work in this fashion eliminates
the need for a decision on which
of the two hands to use for each
Doctor Develops Home Treatment that
. task."
7 oz. size
No one is certain how hanOur Reg. BSc
dedness got started in the first
place. Nevertheless, it is a
deeply-rooted-trait of man to
favor one side over the other.
Nineteenth Century Scottish
essayist Thomas Carlyle called
righthandedness the very'
oldest human institution that
exists."
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Viet Vet Hi
Over Medal
Rep. Harrin

unless
TWO

VHS 1.404.,a1Cla
ro.ca cOrx/misuTala at

BOSTON I APF-=-)
1
old Vietnam veterar
over his medals to s'
Peter Harrington, E
Wednesday, saying
tired of seeing H
''make a mockery' (
and democracy."
Jerome Riley of E
said he was protestiru
ton's bill that would ri
state's attorney gene
fend any resident of t
setts who left the c
avoid the draft.
Riley told Harring
giving you these
earned in Vietnam ir
of all my' comrades
there, who gave thei
that you could make.
of justice and demoi
the American system
like to see what you
to do."
Riley said he serve
173rd Airborne Brigi
months in Vietnam tt
gust 1967. He gave 1
a Bronze Star he wa:
for bravery, his Viet
patio ribbon with lot
various campaigns
and his combat irt
badge.
"I don't want the:
bons any longer," I
"I want you to hav
you can pin them
draft dodgers and ar
testors in Canada al
and other places ovei
Harrington said
think draft dodgers
any medals.
"I think they ma
take And I don't '
friends died in vain.
"I respect what a'
fice they've made an
your service to your
The lawmaker ss
consider our own kid
low them to come
face whatever punts'
have coming."
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* On All Shoes in Stock *
OVER 1500 PAIRS TO
CHOOSE FROM
Prices
Range

$2 To $10
Pr.
Pr.
From
(Nothing Over '10)

This is a complete
stock turnover and
everything must GO!!
Brands and Styles
Arriving Soon!

w

Sen. Church

SPECIAL SAVINGS
from
PROCTOR & GAMBLE

LIQUID
PRELL

Cease
End Fc

By SEN. FRANK
Written fo
The Associated
. WASHINGTON have fought the w
many illusions, let
illusions about the
The cease-fire, a
brings the second p
Vietnamese war to
permits the withdr)
remaining armed
the welcome retries
ican prisoners of wi
But it is no m
truce, and it may Is
than the earlier tr:
when the French
renewal of the figt
the Vietnamese is
not predictable, si.
the issues are re
which they fought
generation.
Nonetheless, by
our uniformed for.
ceed in withdrawi
Whatever happens
between contendh
ese, we will have
tlefield. The event
need no longer be
terms of an Amei
ry" or "defeat."
Presumably, wo
learned, as the F
us, that civil war i
susceptible any r
pression by a WI
As America's fir:
the Medal of Homo
ye
a two-tour
recently about t
"Things haven't ro
too much ... then(
Unfortunately,
lesson of the WE
policy hasn't re
much either.
French, we have
opportunity offere
to get ont of Indoc
the executive bi
government is bt
in designing new
us involved.
We are told that
ican civilian ter
advisers, many u
.fense Departme
will be recruited
South Vietnam,
Saigon's armed
sand AID personr
to administer con
ance programs '
Thieu regime.
Thus does "Vi

Sun., Jan. 26, 27 8 28
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GLEEM

RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS

HELPS DRY UP ACNE-PIMPLIS • • •

PRELL

QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREATMENT
MUST SHOW IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR -YOUR MONEY BACK!
A leading New York Doctor
working with a cosmetic labora
tory, has developed a simple
home treatment that rinses away
blackheads. helps dry up acne
pimpks. and shrinks enlarged
pores The name of this medi•
cated product is QUEEN HEL•
ENE MINT JULEP MASQUE.
Apply this delightfully MiniS.ceneeci.Creane and within 2 or
1 minutes an absorbing agent
called Argilla, dries and turns
This cream into a plastic-like
masque You will now feel as
though hundreds of ' tiny lingers'
are kneading the,skin, loosening
pore-caked dirt, blackheads,

and other foreign impurities A, the itgony of blackheads, at neit firms and hardens. its suction pimples. and enlarged pores. give
action draws out waste matter' yourself this home treatment and
from the pores In IS minutes see the breath-taking results Ask
you am;ly rinse the masque for it by name. QUEEN HELENE
away with lukewarm water which MINT JULEP MASQUE.
dissolves it immediately. When
you wipe your face, you can see
that blackheads and other pore
'
actually come off on your
wash cloth. And your skin feels
reclean .. really clean
freshed. smooth like velvet.
40. VIM "...ea
Women 35 and over will enjoy
the skin tightening experience as
1311
the masque relaxes tired facial
muscles and eases tension lines
MIAS91)0
on lace and throat If you sutler
-"••••.
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44
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"
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• Large Economy Size

ROW

DRUG

STORE

Central Shopping Center-Murray, Ky.
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$300

The ancient Greek word for
left is aristera. It also means
the"The best" and is the root
word of aristocrat. Dexios,from
which dextrous is derived, is the
Greek word for "situated on the
right", "adroit", and "a good
omen".
Grecian
Interestingly,
writing is not from left to right,
as in most modern languages
One line would flow from left to
right, the next from right to
left— with the words and letters
reversed as in a mirror image.

CONCENTRATE

LILT PERM
BODY WAVE

This "mirror-writing"---with
words and letters moving from
right to left—is the way a lefthander naturally writes. The
words are traced with the left
hand—duplicating the
movement of the right hand.
but moving to the left instead of
right. This is the way Leonardo
da Vinci wrote his notes, which
can be easily "translated" by
holding them up to a mirror.
Many experts say the reason
nearly half • the students
requiring remedial reading are
lefthanded is that the words
apilkfr to them p gOthe wrong
way.
With the Romans, the left
hand meant the shield hand, or
laeva, which protets the heart

Our Req. 1.44
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Highlights Of Peace Agreement
To Be Signed In Paris Saturday

Viet Vet Hands
Over Medals To
Rep. Harrington

unity, territorial integriWASHINGTON AP)- Here tralists and the current South eignty ,
The ty and neutrality of Cambodia
are the highlights of the basic Vietnamese government.
will be respected. The
Vietnam agreement tht will be council also will make all deci- and Laos
BOSTON(A.151--=--A 26-yearts of 1954 and
agreemen
.
Geneva
unaniinity
of
basis
sions on the
signed Saturday in Paris:
old Vietnam veteran handed
1962 are reaffirmed.
on
Supervisi
and
.
t'ontrrit
s:
Provision
Military
over his medals to state Rep.
The infiltration of troops and
An international comniission
An internationally supervised
Peter Harrington, D-Newton,
supplies into Cambodia
Poland,
war
(.'anada,
of
cease-fire will go into effect at composed
Wednesday, saying he was
will su- and Laos are prohibited as is
Indonesia
and
27.
Jan,
Hungary
6
Saturday,
CST,
p.m.
tired of seeing Harrington
the the use of bases in those counThe cease-fire will apply in pervise the cease-fire and
"make a mockery of justice
will
on
tries to encroach upon the sovconunissi
The
both North and South Vietnam. elections.
and democracy."
and secunty of one anereignty
1,160.
of
composed
into
be
going
cease-fire
the
Upon
Jerome Riley of Dorchester
of other nations.
and
e
other
conferenc
nal
internatio
will
An
effect, the United States
said he was protesting Rarringthe Vietnamese
both
including
its
all
of
l
withdrawa
begin
All
troops are to be
foreign
the
require
would
that
ton's bill
the a
forces and military personnel nations, the United States,
ahdrawn from Laos and Camstate's attorney general to defrom South Vietnam to be com- Soviet Union and mainland bodia.
fend any resident of Massachu*China will be convened within
pleted within 60 days.
to
country
setts who left the
Reconstruction:
guarantee the agreeto
days
30
Amen
the
with
tly
('oncurren
avoid the draft.
The United States will parcan withdrawal the North Viet- ment.
Riley told Harrington, "I'm
joint military ticipate in postwar reconstrucaddition,
In
begin
will
allies
its
and
namese
I
giving you these medals
t Inthe release of all American commissions made up of the tion efforts throughou
earned in Vietnam in memory
orVietNorth
be
will
including
dochina,
parties
se
Vietname
capservicemen and civilians
of all my comrades who died
implement other nam
to
.
Indochina
ganized
t
throughou
tured
so
there, who gave their lives
The ending of the war is to
There will be the "fullest pos- provisions of the agreement.
that you could make a mockery
a new basis for U.S. relabring
t'ambodia
and
i..a0ti
in
missing
sible accounting for
of justice and democracy and
indeixindence, sover- to ins a ith North Vietnam
The
••
action
the American system. I don't
The infiltration of troops and
like to see what you're trying
supplies into South taetwar
to do."
is banned The governrtam
Riley said he served with the
ment of South Vietnam, how173rd Airborne Brigade for 18
ever, has the right to unlimited
months in Vietnam through Aumilitary replacement aid.
gust 1967. He gave Harrington
d,
'.S. Presidential adviser Henry Kissinger, across table, and Le Duc TM,foregroun
All sides pledge respect for
PEACE ACCORD INITIALED IN PARIS-t
a Bronze Star he was awarded
peace agreement in the International Conference Center in Paris, F'rance.
Vietnam
the
Demilitarized Zone at the
the
initial
.
delegation
Hanoi
camthe
of
head
for bravery, his Vietnam
AP Wirepbotoi
Parallel. The goal of reuni17th
paign ribbon with four stars for
fication of North and South
Some of the targeted pro
WASHINGTON AP)- Much
various campaigns in the war
is recognized but will
Vietnam
Elecater
Rural
Sen.
Goldw
the
as
such
grains,
Great
an
the
of
infantrym
of what remains
and his combat
be achieved only through nego- Society of Lyndon B. Johnson trification Administration, date
badge.
the two Vietbetween
Uation
back to Franklin Roosevelt's
may not long survive him
"I don't want these decoranams.
New l)eal, but many of the
prodomestic
said.
the
Many of
tions any longer," Riley
There is no specific mention grams and agencies by which housing and urban programs
"I want you to have them so
of North Vietnamese troops in the 36th president hoped to are legacies of the "Great
you can pin them on all the
the South but both sides agree abolish poverty and rebuild the Society" hopes of the man who
prodraft dodgers and antiwar
to the reduction and demobili- ghettos are sentenced to death was being buried today in his
testors in Canada and Sweden
zation of Communist and gov- or dismemberment under Pres- native Texas.
"
overseas.
places
other
and
ernment forces in the South.
GOLD- conduct of American foreign so-called antiwar activists in
An 18-month moratorium on
ident Nixon's budget. ax.
Harrington said he didn't By SEN. BARRY
this country. All they accominterarmed
All foreign troops will be
and
policies
WATER
nt sources said pri- new approvals of subsidized
Governme
think draft dodgers deserved
withdrawn from Laos and ('am- vately the Office of Economic housing for low-income families
vention. In another sense, it is plished, through their insistence
Written for
any medals.
ent for upon a precipitate American
achievem
al
bodia and there is a ban on use Opportunity, conceived
Press
d
monument
a
Associate
The
by was announced Jan 5 by the
misa
"I think they made
l from Vietnam, was
withdrawa
United
the
of
base areas in those two na- Johnson as a major weapon of Department of Housing and UrThe
of
President
AP)
TON
the
WASHING
take. And I don't think your
tions for the purpose of attack- his "war on poverty," would be ban Development The budget
and peace agreement States, attesting at one and the to prolong the fighting and enth
friends died in vain," he said. cease-fire
Richard Nixon's It the killing, the wounding and
to
or threatening the security broken up and its remaining reportedly will provide no funds
the
ing
of
one
time
marks
same
Vietnam
in
sacri"I respect what a.great
the misery which goes hand-inability.
•
and
Vietnam.
the
South
of
courage,
victories
vision,
important
most
functions shifted to other for new approvals in fiscal
fice they've made and I respect
Political Provisions
States has ever scored What the accord means is that hand with war....
United
1974, starting July 1
country."
agencies if Congress concurs.
your
to
service
your
The American terms for a
The United States and North
a strong President, willing to
t aggression
Officials said the budget will
Nixon's fiscal 1974 budget
The lawmaker said, "Let's over Communis
record
on
Vietnam agree that the South message, ready for delivery to reflect a theme of the PresiIn a very fundamental sense, take bold action, literally settlement have been
consider our own kids. Let's alVietnamese people have a right Congress on Monday, report- dent's inaugural address last
t is a tribute to snatched victory from the jaws for a long tune. They were first
low them to come home and the agreemen
objectives in made by President Nixon on
our
self-determination The gov- edly will call for total outlays Saturday, that Americans
for
firmness,
of
to
defeat
of
concept
the
they
nt
face whatever punishme
Jan 25, 1972, and again on Mas.
ernment of the Republic' of of around 8268 billion or $269 henceforth can expect less from
realism in the Indochina
and
strength
have coming."
Vietnam in Saigon continues in billion.
The cease-fire agreement 8. But the North Vietnamese
their government: '_'Let each of
existence with its current leadleaves intact America's honor and the Viet Cong refused to
That would be a relatively us remember that America was
ership intact and unchanged
and her willingness to stick by consider them
Sen. Church
small increase from this year's built not by government, but by
While the Nixon adminisThe Saigon government con- $250-billion target, considering people-not by welfare, but by
her commitments despite the
tinues the right to unlimited economic and population work- -not by shirking responsitroubles, the travails arid the tration struggled with the probeconomic aid.
discouragements of a long, lem in private and public negggrowth and the fact that de- bility, but by seeking responsitiations. the Fulbrights and the
FLEE FIGHTING-A South
frustrating jungle war.
National
spending may rise despite bility."
fense
ntal
-governme
non
A
I would hope that many of Churches and the McGoverns Vietnamese youngster carries a
Science, technology, space
National Reconcilia- the peace agreement in Vietof
Council
offing
undermini
fighting
busily
flee
toddler as they
my colleagues in the Senate were
atonuc-energy programs
and
be
M
na
tion and Concord will
and many outspoken liberals cial efforts by repeatedly insist- between government and
is also reportedly are due for parbudget
the
down
elections
Holding
organize
tb
formed
throughout this country ... ing that American surrender enemy forces in and around the
by ing. The White House Office of
and to promote implementation made possible, officiaLs said,
ingive way to "civilianization" of would begin to understand that and total withdrawal were
town of Dalt Tieng, 40 miles
on Science and Technology is
By SEN. FRANK CHURCH
work
ax
heavy
Nixon's
acti- northwest of Saigon. In of the agreement.
being abolished: its functions
Written for
our continuing role in In- in dealing with the Commu- eivtable and should be
eduhealth,
housing,
for
composed
funds
be
will
council
The
will be moved to the National
The Associated Press
dochina, the same technique, nists, or any other adversary, vated in the name of humanity. background, dust spurts up
.
programs
social
Cong,
and
Viet
cation
the
re- from atrstrike on North tiet- if elenignts from
Foundation_
Science
WASHINGTON • i AP - We by -the- way,• that American our primary tools must be mili- These pro-Hanoi partisans
jobs,
vice
public-ser
Provisubsidized
otherwise known as the
picture of namese position.
The rise in federal financing
have fought the war with so presidents have used to prose- tary strength and the willing- peatedly painted a
and community
Governtraining
work
nary
Revolutio
sional
cort AP Wirrphitto hs radio from
of civilian research and develmany illusions, let us have no cute the war in Laos for so ness to use it in a just cause American brutality, Saigon
ment of South Vietnam, neu- services.
in- Saigon)
opment, which was a priority
many years. So we come involving the peace of the ruption and Communist
illusions about the peace.
item a year ago in Nixon's
The cease-fire, at long last, around full circle to the rein- world and our own strategic na- nocence....
Of course, the minute Hanoi
campaign to rebuild U.S. combrings the second phase of the statement of the same kind of tional interests.
The termination of hostilities finally signified its willingness
petitiveness in world trade, is
Vietnamese war to a close. It elaborate support program
and deexpected to level off or decline
permits the withdrawal of our which led to our original en- arranged by President Nixon to settle on our terms
agreement be
But the economy blade will
remaining armed forces and trapment in the Vietnamese should put an end to the activi- manded that the
ties of Senate "doves" and the signed by Oct. 31, the "doves"
fall most drastically on the urthe welcome retrieval of Amer- war
in this country, including Sen.
The big question is this: If
ban programs by which past
ican prisoners of war
McGovern, insisted that the seta
again,
than
out
ations have tried to
more
breaks
administr
the fighting
But it is no
nominee
tlement could, have been
can forces. And there is legisla- publican presidential
with poverty, unemploycope
By WAI.TER R. MEARS truce, and it may last no longer once our forces have left, and
camreached four years ago if the
tion, supported by a majority of Barry Goldwater_ In that
ment, overcrowding, inferior
._ AP Political Writer
than the earlier truce in 1954, the Thieu regime falters under
had said he was
Johnson
not
had
paign,
ation
administr
Nixon
specificto
define
Senate,
the
A
the
threat
AP)
will
(
withdrew.
, disease and other
renewed attack,
schooling
WKSHINGTON
when the French
stubbornly clung to its basic ob- Through a tortured decade, ally the conditions under which not about to send American
ills.
big-city
renewal of the fighting among to the American technicians
"to do what Asian boys
NASHVILLE, Tenn, I AP) - jectives.
America's political dialogue in a president can in the future boys
the Vietnamese is probable, if and advisers remaining in VietThe
to be doing for themought
false.
patently
was
This
forces
the
left
t
Davis
American
T.
mi
"Tom"
corn
for
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camexcuse
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none
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used
in
election
nam be
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not predictable, since
agreement
selves."
the
that
was
fact
nds
rolling hills of the Cumberla
VIETNAM FORAY
paigns-and at times in the abroad.
the issues are resolved over our re-entry into the war'
That produced a bitter ReIt is clear that Congress will
On Jan. 7, 1967, U.S combat
Such a fateful decision must 11 years ago for Vietnam and could not have been reached streets-has been shadowed by
which they fought for nearly a
if
me
told
y
-The
Hanoi
not again, as in the 1964 Gulf of publican joke:
troops in Vietnam made first
not again be left to the presi- became the first American even four weeks earlier.
the issue of war in Vietnam.
generation.
I voted for Goldwater we'd
stubbornly refused to settle unforay into the Mekong River
It has .been a factor in the Tonkin resolution, vote with
Nonetheless, by extricating dent and his generals alone combat death of the war.
VietDelta
Spec 4 Davis was killed from til it became clear that the making, and the unmaking, of near unanimity to empower have a half million men in
our uniformed forces, we sue; Congress must reassert its
America
any president to take all meas- nam. I did and we do."
presidents.
ceecl in withdrawing the flag. right to decide on war or ambush by Viet Cong 25 miles peace movement in
It has etched upon Congress ures he deems necessary in a
Whatever happens in the future peace, as the Constitution pro- north of Saigon Dec 22. 1961. had failed....
divisions at times sharper than situation such as that in Vietbetween contending Vietnam- vides. In order to fortify that
those of party affiliation. Hawk nam
ese, we will have left the bat- perogative against any further
The continuing controversy
usurpation, it
and dove sometimes became latlefield. The eventual outcome presidential
bels more meaningful than Re- over priorities, and the allocaneed no longer be assessed in should be enacted, as a matter
tion of U.S. resources between
publican and Democrat.
terms of an American "victo- of law, that no funds can be
spent for the purpose of resumIt was behind what came to defense and domestic prory" or "defeat."
be called the credibility gap be- grams, has been intensified by
Presumably, we have now ing the war without the prior
tween government and the the war.
learned, as the French before consent of Congress.
Like the war itself, the issue
people.
us. that civil war in Asia is not
gradually over the
that
escalated
supreason
to
more
stated
any
the
was
e
It
susceptibl
thousands upon thousands of' course of the decade. It was a
pression by a Western army.
in topic in three presidential camparaded
demonstrators
As America's first winner of
paigns, and may have been the
at
turmoil
Vietnam,
wrought
in
n,
Honor
of
Washingto
the Medal
veteran, said
the Democratic National (7on- pivotal one in 1968. when Presitwo-tour
a
vention in Chicago five years dent Nixon was first elected.
recently about that country,
changed
really
ago, rallied almost on the eve
"Things haven't
Nixon campaigned in 1968
of settlement as President Nix- with a pledge to end the war
too much ... there."
on was inaugurated to a second
Unfortunately, despite the
and win the peace in the Pacifterm.
lesson of the war, American
ic - without saying how he
issue
the
In a sense, it was
policy hasn't really changed
would do so. He won narrowly
Unlike the
that shaped all the others, from
much either
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey,
over
the dispute aver whether a naFrench, we have not seized the
then vice president. Not until
of
guns
ta could afford the
opportunity offered by the truce
the waning days of the camwar and the butter of the late paign had Humphrey .begun to
to get not of Indochina. Instead,
Lyndon B. Johnson's Great pry himself away from the bitthe executive branch of the
Society to the current con- terly disputed war policy of the
government is busily engaged
troversy over the powers and Johnson administration.
in designing new ways to keep
prerOgatives of the White
us involved.
The Democratic party was diHouse and of ('ongress.
We are told that 10,000 AmerWith the settlement that is to vided over the war and the turican civilian technicians and
be signed in Paris Saturday, moil of its Chicago convention_
advisers, many under U.S. Dethe issue of war appears to be
_fense Department contracts,
President Johnson, epaldone, -but the disputes it lenged for renomination on the
will be recruited to stay on in
A SALUTE FOR GRANDPA-Patrick Lyn Nugent.5,snaps to a
•
spawned will not go away,
South Vietnam, to work with
war issue, had renounced canas the coffin of his grandfather, Lyndon B. Johnson. is
salute
',a111111`1
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Saigon's armed forces. A thoufrom
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Nixon Budget Killing
Many Johnson Programs

f.

Cease Fire Important Victory
Scored Over Communist Forces

Cease-Fire Is Only
End For Americans

Tennessean Was
First Casualty
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Vietnam A Source Of Conflict
Of Policies For Over A Decade
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IW THE ASSOCIATED PRE-SS property, in the largest U.S. InSome of the highlights of the tervention in the Western Hempresidency of Lyndon B. John- isphere.
.soft,-who died Monday. at 64:
July 30: Johnson Signs the
Medicare bill at the Harry S.
1963
Nov. 22 Lyndon Baines John- Truman Library in Independson becomes the 36th President ence, Mo. The new law is inof the United States upon the tended to help 19 million Amerassassination of-President John icans pay their bills for health
F. Kennedy in Dallas, Tex. A services.
little more than two hours after
Aug. 5: The President signs
Kennedy. vas shot, Johnson the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
takes the oath of office, admin- 104 years to the day Abraham
istered by federal Judge Sarah Lincoln had signed a bill
Hughes in the cabin of the pres- freeing slaves uho had been
idential jet plane, Air Force pressed into Confederate service.
One,at Love Field, Dallas.
;964
1966
Feb. 5: Accompanied by his
May 22: In an address to University of Michigan graduates leading political and military
at Ann Arbor, Mich., the Presi- advisers, The President goes to
dent proposes for the first time Honolulu to confer with South
the building of a "Great Vietnamese Premier Nguyen
Society" in which cities would Cao Ky The Declaration of
be revitalized, natural re- Honolulu issued three days latsources protected and educa- er supports the main goals of
tional opportunities assured all Ks 's military regime.
June 29: Johnson expands the
children. .
July 2: Johnson signs the (Iv- air war by ordering U.S. jet
•Rights Act, the most sweep- fighter bombers to attack fuel
ing civil rights legislation since storage and handling facilities
Reconstruction. After months of on the outskirts of Hanoi and
parliamentary
maneuvering Haiphong
and often acrimonious debate,
Oct. 26: After meeting in Maa bipartisan majority in both nila with the heads of the goyhouses of Congress passed a ernnients involved in the Vietmore far-reaching civil rights nam fighting, Johnson makes
a
bill than President Kennedy surprise visit to GIs at Cam
had recommended in June 1963. Ranh Bay in South Vietnam. 50
Aug, 5. The President asks nules,,away from the combat
Congress to pass a joint resolu- zone.
tion assuring him of full sup1967
port for all necessary action"
June 2.3i Johnson meets for
he might have to take to prothe first time with Soviet Pretect U S. armed forces in
mier Alexei N. Kosygin in
Southeast Asia. The request folGlassboro,
N.J., near Philalowed two attacks within three
delphia. Kosygin came to the
days on U.S. destroyers by
United States to address a speNorth Vietnamese PT boats in
cial session of the U.N. General
the Gulf of Tonkin
Assembly.
Nov. 3- Johnson wan election
July 27: The Preside
- nt
to his own 4-year term, scoring
a Special Advisory Compoints
one of the most overwhelming
111115Se:in on Social Disorder,
political victories in the history
of the presidency. He gets 81 headed by Illinois Gov. Otto
Kerner "to investigate the oriper cent of the vote and carries
gins of the recent disorders in
44 states and the District of Co-our cities."
lumbia against six states for
Aug. 24: The United Statea
Sen. BaTry- Goldwater cif Ariand the Soviet Union agree on
zona. the G.O.P. nominee
a draft treaty to prevent the
1965
_
.
further spread of nuclear weapa speech at Johns ons. The draft represents a
Hopkins University in Balti- milestone in the disarmament
more, Md.. the President offers
to take part in "unconditional
discussions" about Vietnam
with the governments concerned. He also offers to let
North Vietnam participate in a
PADUCAH, Ky. AP—Bus
vast, billion-dollar economic de- service will resume in Paducah
velopment plan for Indochina.
on March 1 under a $1.000
April 28. Johnson orders US, monthly. city subsidy._
troops into the Dominican ReThe Paducah City Commispublic, to protect U.S. lives and
sion voted Tuesday night to underwrite the bus line with federal revenue-sharing money.
The Kelly Transportation Co.,
-Girardeau. Mo., ii operate daytime service between
745 a.m and 5:15 p.m. The
Sufferers of a
company, which operated
/.
underarrn Itch. rash. :0 ae...
rtIXIIA a creme formulation called
Paducah buses before service
fliCOZENE checks itching agony faei
was suspended about one year
This widely used medication fights
irritating bacteria, relieves stinging
. and burning while it gentlY huothes ago, will use four air conditender. Inflamed tissue. Quiets nen e tioned buses
on six lines.
ends so as scratching stops natural
healing starts.Don't suffer needlessly
Mayor Dolly McNutt said it
Get SiCOZENEtodayalyourdriuzgi‘t
would cost about $110,000 a
year if the city took over bus
operations compared with the
61.200 subsidy.

Come on in
for our half-pound
o'ground round
dinner with
french fries and
a tossed salad.

negotiations that began at Geneva in 1962.
Sept.29. Johnson says in San
Antonio, Tex., the United States
is prepared to "stoti all aerial
and naval bombardment" of
North Vietnam if this would
lead •Tromptly to productive
discussions." Hanoi rejects the
proposal.
1964
March 31. Johnson announces
he is "taking the first step to
de-escalate the conflict" by
"substantiall): reducing the level of hostilities" and also that
he will not be a candidate for a
second term. Several days later. the Hanoi government declares its .wt11M14ness to neg°bate.
June 26: The President annitiunrei the nomination -of Associate Justice Abe Fortas, a
close friend and adviser, to succeed Earl Warren as Chief Justice of the United States.
Oct. 2: Johnson says he will
comply with Fortas• request to
withdraw the nonunation after
the administration fails to halt
a Senate filibuster and bring
the nomination to a vote.
Oct. 31: A months-long deadlock in the peace negotiations is
broken by the President's announcement that all air, naval
and artillery bombardment of
North Vietnam will cease the
following day. He adds that
North Vietnam has agreed, in
exchange for a bombing halt, to
permit the South Vietnamese
government to take part in the
Paris talks.

Clerks Slow
On License
Fee Payment
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( APi -State Auditor mary Louise
Foust has- recommended that
her office be used to help make
sure county clerks turn in to
the state monthly its share of
fish and game license fees.
The recommendation was
contained in an audit report of
the state Fish and Wildlife Resources Department which was
released Tuesday.
In the report, she said .that
many county clerks still are not
turning in the state's share of
the fees to the state treasury
monthly. as required by state
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Inspector Oversees
Vending Machine Law
Look in the section' in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 irk
Where you can step up impetus and Incentive, don't
hesitate; there's much to accomplish now. Handle small
tasks as efficiently and enthusiastically as the larger
ones.
_—
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21i
Don't flounder about without
a set and clear target. Know
where you stand and what you
intend to accomplish. Then the
doing will be truly effective,
sUrnialating.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21, "
PP
More research needed: Be
sure of facts in making
decisions -- even in ordinary
conversation. be careful in
legal matters, real estate,
bargaining: Don't overlook
details
CANCER
I June 22 to Jul) 231
Self-reliance and optinusin
stimulated now. Seek better
understanding with associates.
Promote sound ventures; some
spending may be necessary to
insure gains.

a

,..0

1244i

(July 24 to Aug. 23
Give good offerings a chance
to prove themselves
-especially if investigated and
found to be potentially
lucrative.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Employ the techniques
niceets
-fully --uSed in prior efforts But do not hesitate to
update plans and vitalize your
approach.. Tact in personal
affairs'
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 /
1:1
While you await new
developments or results of
efforts, proceed with other good
plans, ideas. Don't sit back,
satisfied—with previous -endeavors — or gains.
SCORPIO.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 t ntf*
A day: in which to curb your
natural Martian aggressivenesa
with intelligent self-discipline,
moderation Avoid extremes
• SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec 21i 3Ierl114 >
Neither fear to step into a new
or changed picture, nor Step tOo
quickly before you are ready.
Know your ground sufficiently
and that of associates. too
CAPRICORN Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 V
Speak in discreet words, with
tempera nce and cot i passion

The worst offender, the audit
report showed, was Floyd
County, which had not turned
in ingle monthly report
all of 1971 The amount owed
the state that year by Floyd
County was 651.029, she said.
Altogether, county clerks
PROCLAMATION
owell the state $373,602 in such
By The
fees for 1971, she said. The
Governor
money was collected later.
Of The
Miss Foust said, but in some
COMMONWEALTH OF
cases the collection was as late
'KENTUCKY
as June. 1972.
DONE AT THE CAPIT01„ I
Miss Foust recommended
that her office be notified when TO ALL TO WHOM THESE
a county clerk fails to submit a PRESENTS'SHALL COME:
monthly report and then that --- WHEREAS, Both the people
her office examine that county of the, Commonwealth of
clerk's office for license not re- -Kentucky and the various
ported. She said her office departments of state governshould be reimbursed by the ment recognize the great ser'State Department of Fish and vice rendered to the State of
Wildlife Resources for that Kentucky by the .Kentucky
Jaycees: and,
service.
WHEREAS, The United
The audit report showed that
two counties—Johnson_and States Jaycees and its affiliated
Washington — submitted only state and local organizations
one Such monthly report for wish to observe the founding of
the Jaycees and to com1971.
County clerks who submitted memorate such founding by
only two reports, or were 10 honoring the Jaycee Chapters
short, were Bill. Casey, Chris- and their members; and,
tian, Clinton, LaRue and Lyon.
WHEREAS, This
Those who were nine short organization of dedicated,
were Laurel, Menifee, Monroe young men has contributed
and Russell while Carter and materially to the betterment of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky'
Taylor were eikht short.
through its leadership training
and through its efforts to as.sist
in the development and improvement of our communities;
NOW, THEREFOttE, I.
WENDELL
H.
FORD,
Governor of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, do hereby
Federal State Market News proclaim the
week of January
Service Jiusuary 24, 1973
21-27, 1973, as
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
JAYCEE WEEK
Market Report Includes 9 in
Kentucky, and urge all
Buying Stations
citizeOs of this (7ornrnonwealth
Receipts: Act. 681 Est. 800 to give
full regard to the past,
Barrows and Gilts mostly 50
present and future services of
cents higher Sows strong to 50
the Kentucky Jaycees,
cents higher
DONE AT THE CAPITOL,
--US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 32.25-34.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs. 33.75234.25 in the City of Frankfort, this the
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 33.00-33.75 8th day of Janury in the year of
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 32.25-33.00 our Lord (inc Thousand Nul.
Sows
Hundred Seventy-three and in
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 27.25-27.75 the year of the Commonwealth
US -13 350-650 lbs. 26.25-27.25 the One Hundred EightyUS 2-3 450-650 lbs. 25.25-X.25 second.
few down 2450
WENDELL H.FORD
GOVERNOR

foremost it will work wonders
now•Opposition? It can be a
healthy challenge: Self-control!
A4ll'ARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
Give. careful thought to
decisions you must make soon.
Trs to understand thoroughly
the jobs and involvements of the
next few days. And be objecti% e!
PISCES
20t
Influences highly stimulating.
Overzealousness, overreaching
may tempt. Hasty words and
deeds could cause endless
redoing and undoing: leave
scars, bra.

you BORN TODAY are
endowed with an extremely
bright mind and an unusually'
outgoing personality. You never
become bored with life because
you have so many interests and
aq touch. enthusiasm for
anything you undertake that
you have no time to be lulled
into ennui. Your outer life may
seem hectic and erratic to
others, because you seem to
never "stay put," but inwardly,
you have_great depth, poise and
power. If you could just learn to
be a bit more systematic in
working toward your goals,
there. would be no limit to your
success.
potentials
for
Obstacles_ never discourage
you. You accept them as mere
challenges to be met
and
bested. Birthdate'aif: Gen,
Douglas MacArthur, USA;
Charles XIV, King of Sweden
and Norway: Robert Burns,
Scot poet.
YOuR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
roe iv) COt • pevlonel Ida page
Owns*,I on nesIte eeMM *Re and
rnan.ade send 51 00 Wu,. 21 cern A
'ten fir pooNme •00 *MOW. NI
AiLrgitake SOO DePa'bne", 00
.173.
Old Owned Statmn etim, York, N V
10011, rftentrellon9 11.4 neendoper
PrM yaw NAME ADDRESS enie
ZIP and OA 1E OF BR re. (Jo be sure
yo,, pee 114 rigelt mrecine tor your
tad's( 1.g.n1

CATTI.E BRANDS
-- Cattle brands in the Old
West were registered just as
trademarks are today. By
188.i. Colorado had 50.000 cattle brands on file

Your coins slide down . the
thorat of that metal monster,
the vending machine, and what
pops out for lunch...A moldy
sandwich'? A rotten apple?
Not if Ken Ledford can help it.
He's
the
personable,
mustachioed state food inspector who's handling the big
job of implementing House Bill
536. "An Act Relating to Vending Machines," that was
passed last spring by
the
General Assembly.
The act requires all those who
operate vending machines that
dispense certain types of food in
Kentucky to obtain a permit to
operate and to comply with
regulations the State Board of
Health adopts under the new
law.
Already 70 companies, or
about half the number contacted thus far, have applied for
permits and paid the required
fee of $10 to $150, depending on
the number of machines the
company operates in the state.
. "This
doesn't mean the
others aren't complying with
the law," Ledford says. "We're
checking now to determine
whether those companies that
haven't responded are selling
only cigarettes, bottled or
canned soft drinks, chewing
gun, nuts, candies or other
exempted foods. If so, they're
exempt from the law."
"Complaints we've heard
deal with unsatisfactory food in
vending machines," explains
E.P. Conyers, D.V.M., director
of the Division of Environmental Services' Food
Program in the State Departnient of Health. _"Vending
machines are a large source of
food at factories and filling
stations, particularly those near
interstate exits. Besides
-checking
on
companies'
compliance
with
permit
requirements, Ken will be
o- checking vending machine
commissaries, the places where
food and beverages that go into
the machines are prepared.
He'll also serve as a liaison
between local sanitanans and
vending machine operators"
A former
Lexiniton-

Health
County
Fayette
Department sanitarian, Ledford is well-qualified for this
part of his, job. While there, he
worked directly under the
supervision of. W.T. Vincent,
Food Control Program director,
and Harry A. Marsh,
Environmental Health Program
director. Most recently' he was a
senior county sanitarian in
Madison County.
In a §pecial training course at
a 1.ouisville company this
nionth (January) Ledord will
learn the operation of various
types of vending machines, the
procedure for cleaning and
sanitizing and the length of time
various kinds of food can be
kept in machines before it
becomes unsatisfactory to the
consumer.
When he returns from
''school," Ledford will turn
teacher and plan a series of
training seminars to show
sanitarians throughout the state
how to check to see that vending
machine operators are complying with the law.
A native of Hazard who spent
most of his life in Clay County,
Ledford
has ,.experience

teaching, too. He taught social
sciences for one year in
Williamsburg, Ohio, after
receiving a bachelor's degree
from Eastern Kentucky
University.
Ledford earned his master's
degree in geography, with an
emphasis in regional planning,
while living in Madison County.
His home now is Georgetown

Prof. Gusto ‘7arlsson, who
iiiade an investigation among
hundreds of boys in the 11-15
age group, said recently in
Stockholm, that it is "almost
normal" to commit an occa,
siunal crime but few people
make serious or repeated uttenses
Its' says many juvenile delinquents come from families
with normal or high incomes
and 'mist of them have parents who ha%e no record of alcoholic abuse or (Tonna' behavior

$100,000.00 Worth of Furniture
Must Be Sold!!
In our 3 stores we are now carrying $400,000.00 worth of Inventory. Our
running inventory should be $300,000.00. Due to this, $100,000.00 of
Merchandise must be sold.
REMEMBER—WE SELL NOTHING BUT THE
FINEST IN QUALITY FURNITURE!!
gammixampor—r--

Be Sure To See Our Fine Selection of Name Brand Furniture .. .
Crestuoixi
'Carson
Clayton Marcus
Sealy.
Barteis

1

Grillo%
Fox
La-Z-Buy
Burris

An elaborate wel
program, including a
house at the plan
arranged and carried
city officials. It was
'day for all cancer
since that very first d
day-three has been a
the relations of this i
and the people of t
- who welcomed the fun
community so warmly
The author interei
official of the company
research on his thesis.
Relations In Industry
official was asked a
company's program
forming local and
news media about
within the company.
that he had talked
representative of t
press when the plant
and told him that if t
paper ever wanted a
about the company..
give him a call

* ONCE A YEAR SALE *
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

DUNN'S TV, FURNITURE
and APPLIANCE
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A well-known na
company moved its co
manufacturing operatio
town in the South a fe
ago and officials of this
more than 5,000 pop
were elated with joy.
continuous efforts, th.
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Stanley
Davis Cabinet
Riverside
American Drew
Coleman

Afaughn Hassell
Tell City
Chromecraft
American Chronic

Dunn's TV, Furniture & Appliance

NATIONAL CONY
Education .Associatio
national convention
First vice-president,
Robert Ellingson, We
Wis. Meeting with the
State, conference coo
Valley Authority. eh
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Public Relations
Notebook
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

A well-known national
company moved .its complete
manufacturing operation to
town in the South a few years
ago and officials of this city of
more than 5,000 population
were elated with joy.- After
continuous efforts, this was
their first significant industrial plant.

itivestigation
Further
revealed that the company
was missing several good oppbrtunities to inform the local
community what was going on
within the company, as well
as to keep the company's
name before the public's eyehence maintaining and
building good will

An elaborate welcoming
program, including an open
house at the plant, was
arranged and carried out by
city officials It was a great
'day for all concerned. But since that very first day-oneday-three has been a void in
the relations of this industry
and the people of this city
who welcomed the firm to the
community so warmly.

was discovered that the
company had a safety award
program, that its engineering
department had developed
several outstanding imptervements on - -the - cfirm's
product, that there had been
some important changes in
management personnel, and
that several other happenings
within the company should
have been promoted to their
fullest in the local news
-Media. But it was norindnn
apparent explanation was
given for not notifying .the
press.
it is obvious that this particular company is losing a
golden opportunity and
should have realized some
time ago that instead of
building good will and
creating a favorable image in
the community, it may very
well discover one day that it
has actually lost a great deal
in local good will

The author mterviewed -ow- official of the company during
research on his thesis, "Public
Relations In Industry" The
official was asked about the
company's program of informing local and regional
news media about activity
within the company. He said
that he had talked with a
representative of the local
press when the plant opened
and told him that if the local
paper ever wanted any news
about the company, just to
give him a call.

a.

By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Pentagon plans wide-scale tests
next month on a radio warning
system it wants to put in your
bedroom.
The radio receiver listens
silently to a government frequency and comes to life only
when the military activates it
with a special, coded signal.
The aim is to save lives by
broadcasting warnings of tornadoes, hurricanes, floods or
nuclear attack. Installation of
the radio device would be voluntary.
Originally, Civil Defense officials hoped for a law requiring
that the radio receivers be built
into every new stelevision set
sold in the United States.
Rut White House broadcasting officials overruled the
military, which runs Civil Defense operations. They feared
the public might interpret mandatory installation of the receivers as part of a government propaganda and rpy system similar to the one used by
dictator Big Brother in George
Orwell's novel "1984."
The Pentagon's system can
only talk, not watch or listen.
Civil Defense officials, who
conceived the warning system,
have built a bombproof radio
transmitter near Baltimore and
plan to start test broadcasts to
a 10-state area in early February.
About 400 high-priced receiv-

ers are being built, and will be able to turn on air-raid sirens,
distributed at first only to state broadcast messages by voice or
and local government author- teletype to state and local officials, or send announcements
ities who want them.
But technicians are close to over home receivers.
For warning of a nuclear atperfecting a home receiver
cheap enough--about $111—for tack, the controller could turn
on every home receiver in the
almost anyone to afford.
country. For warning of a flash
call
The civil defense officials
the system DIDS, for Decision flood or other natural disaster,
Information Distribution Sys- )ieqauld turn on receivers in a
certain area, in some cases as
tem.
Planning began in 1964, small as one-third of a single
small-scale field tests were con- county. Specific instructions on
ducted in 1968 and Congress ap- how to cope with the disaster
propriated $2 million for the could be broadcast.
first transmitter and receivers
The Pentagon began thinking
in 1970. Cost overruns have about improving its national
raised the initial price to $5.7 warning system more than a
million.
detade ago, when missiles
If next month's tests are suc- made the old, telephone-and-siceSsful. and if Congress goes ren system obsolete.
along, the Pentagon plans evene• That systern, changed little
tually to build a total of 10 today, would take an estimated
together 30 minutes to reach 75 per cent
trapsrnitters that
would reach nearly every cor- of the population, even under
ner of the nation, except Alaska the best of circumstances.
and Hawaii.
Officials estimate the DIDS
could warn 90 per pent
system
The automated transmitters
the public in half a minute,
could be operated by remote of
if everyone had a receiver.
control from the North AmeriFurthermore the present syscan Air Defense Command
near Colorado Springs, Colo., or tem relies heavily on sirens
at either of two back-up points. that don't send many people to
By pushing buttons on a con- cover in peacetime and may
sole, a technician at one 01 not wake up many people at
these control points would be night Early tests showed DIDS

receivers, using a siren-like signal about as loud as a ringing
telephone, woke up almost anyone.
Before settling on the DIDS
system the government rejected a number of other warning systems as too expensive,
too unrealiable or technically
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communications Policy reviewed the proposals, settled on
INDS and put on ice the Pentagon's plans to put the receivers
on every television set.
Making the receivers voluntary gets around the Big Brother question, but OTP officials
say it also means fewer people
will have the warning receivers
if they ever need them.
If the international situation
heats up, the government might
revive the idea of mandatory
receivers, officials say.

impractical. Among these were
proposals to ring all the nation's telephones with warnings
or to send radio warnings over
commercial broadcasting stations, weather bureau transmitters or satellites.
In 1971 the newly formed
White House Office of Tele-
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At Uncle Jeff's Clothing Department

DRESS
SHIRTS

Up From Last Year

General Fund Slightly
Below Original Estimate
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API — 19.4 per cent and slightly over
Kentucky's general fund took in the $25.5 million estimate.
The coal severance tax yield$357,795,438 for the first half of
the fiscal year, which was 10.8 ed $17,200,286 for the six
months, under the estimate of
per cent more than the period
Last year but slightly below the $20 million, which Ross also attributed to processing diffiestimate.
But Donald Bradshaw, com- culties. He said that the tax,
missioner of finance and ad- since going into effect on Apr.
Revenue 1, 1972. brought in the $23 milministration, and
Ross lion which had been estimated.
John
ioner
Commiss
Road fund receipts totaled
blamed processing factors for
the failure to meet the estimate $175,878.627, up 24.5 per cent
of $363,567,510. They released Road fund tax receipts of $108,814.006 were 27.6 per cent above
the revenue report Tuesday.
There were only two process- last year but below the estiing days after 1)ec. 22, they mate of $115,270,600, also besaid, because of the Christmas cause of processing, Ross said.
Motor fuels normal tax
holidays-, weekends and the
state holiday which was de- receipts for ()Member were
clared as a day of mourning for drastically depressed because
the death of former President of processing, Ross said, and
the receipts of $77,946,357 for
Truman.
Ross said that, after making the period were considerably
an allowance for the processing below the estimate of $86 4 mildifficulties, the' indication is lion.
Motor vehicle usage tax
that the general fund estimate
for the year may be exceeded. receipts were near normal for
He said it would be premature l)ecernber. he said, and the six
to speculate to what extent at months' total of $25,830,452 was
20.6 per cent above last year
this time.
Sales and, use tax receipts of and. 7.6 per cent over the esti$163,895,795 for the six months mate.
Ross said it appears that the
were up six per cent over last
year. Ross said processing of road fund may exceed the estisales taxes was relatively com- mate for the fiscal year but
plete and a slight excess over that, again, processing delays
the $155 million estimate re- make any precise determination impossible.
sulted.
tax
Receipts of $11,413,566 for the
income
Individual
receipts were up 9.4 per cent, three general property accounts
to S00,404,784, but delayed proc- remitted by sheriffs were dOwn
essing of employer withholding . more thhn 30 per cent because
—., _2:remittances-- were blamed for of delayed processing of pa,yesti- rnents from Jefferson _County.
..„ the total cemingliekiw the
ROSA said. The' e0Mblnel esti$96
mate of
tax mates lot' the period were
income
Corporation
receipts of 827,288,399 were up $19,850,000.
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Eddyville Inmates Form
Prison Jaycee Chapter

*al.

;se

EDDYVILLE, Ky. I AP)Thirty-one inmates of the Kentucky State Penitentiary just
south of here on Lake Barkley.
have been cleared by prison officials to join a new prison
chapter of the Jaycees, and the
club is planning to hold as
charter banquet Feb. 24.
Prison Superintendent Henry
Cowan and Bob Mobley of
Paducah, a national director of
the Jaycees, have been working
with inmates for some time to
set up the Roadrunner Jaycees
Inc.
of
Kentucky - State
Penitentiary Cowan has called
the project •'one that has been
iinuch needed.
Mobley said other prisoners
have also applied for membership and are awaiting clearance to join the civic club. He
explained that anyone with a
record of being a troublemaker
at the prison probably ..would
not be approved foe membership.
The club will be an incentive
for inmates, Mobley said,
"They know if they are going
to have this freedom they are
going to have to be pretty
straight."
Members will gain community pride," Mobley Said, "and
the knowledge that it will be
good on their record."
He noted that the Jaycees
have many similar institutional
chapters across the nation, including one at the Kentucky
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By DAVID M. GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer
In Atlanta, where snow
storms, ice storms and freezing
temperatures closed schools
and stopped traffic for several
days, they probably wouldn't
believe what happens in Bondurant, Wyo., where life goes on
as normal even when the temperature drops to 51 below.
"There never has been a day
this winter when all the students missed school," says Cheryl Ramsey, the teacher in the
eight-pupil two-room school
house in Bondurant, a community of 60 on the edge of the
Grand Teton Forest.
"The klas are absolutely
marvelous. They will go out for
recess when it's 30 below and it
doesn't bother them in the
least."
From Maine to Montana,
residents of communities that
normally endure heavy snows
and subzero temperatures are
often amazed at the way Southerners ogle the first snowflake.
Not that winters in the northland are perfect.
Residents of Montana, for example, begin to get grumpy
when it gets below 20 below.
Cars may not start; unprotected cattle may suffocate in a
blizzard, and water pipes bur-
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called ''San Francisco An
blue shirt and golden pants.
quickly. When you ask him,
least as popular as basketball,
Unusual Guide to Unusual
You are reminded that one
"Donde esta su madre?"
played in heated gymnasiums.
Shopping" ( by John Bear;
of the striking things about
( Where's your mother', he
Cold often stimulates its vicPrice-Stern-Sloan Publishers,
Mexico is the use of color
points and takes off down the
tims to use considerable ingeInc.; $3.95. 410 N. La Ciin clothing, rugs, drapes,
asphalt walk A little later he
nuity
enega Blvd., Los Angeles,
paintings. The colors are
conies back, turns and waves.
Where the least bit of snow in
Calif. 90048, It's written in a
bright and bold and evoke a
the
South
A man pushing an ice
causes
traffic
snarls,
sprightly style and covers all
warm feeling.
there is rarely a problem in the
cream cart pauses to make a
kinds of shops and services The warmth, that's it. The
sale As you walk toward the
North, although when the real
ranging from sports to pets to
warmth of the Mexican peostreet you notice a small truck
crisis comes, snowshoes and
food and films
ple It comes through in their
which also sells ice cream and
snowmobiles are often more
use of colors, in their actions,
another setting popcorn and
prevalent than cars.
in
their faces and eyes.
Scotland has nothing on
one is playing a tune over and
'The problem for the SouthThey smile - and there is a
Alaska A let of Alaskans beover A boy is doing a good
erners often is the surprise elesincerity and simplicity that
lieve there's a monster in
business selling balloons And
ment Cold catches them unpre- is charming
Air service between South
Lake Ilhanina, which Is 80
on the sidewalk there's a cart
pared,
without
warm
coats,
opSitting
in
the park -- once
Africa and the Far East will
miles long and 25 miles wide
selling melons of various
erative heating systems and
the playground of the Aztecs
be pioneered by BOAC It will
and the seventh largest freshkinds, cucumbers and limes.
bad
weather
gear.
and later a scene of battle
start VC-10 service from Jowater lake in the world.
Then you come to the huge
when U.S. troops stormed the
hannesburg to Hong Kong
Whether the legend is true or
IflUflUITWrit dedicated "To The
SIsarush-built castle in 1847 Jan 6
not, anyone interested in
Defenders Of The Country,"
you get an idea of how they
checking it out can fly to AnJust outside the park Six tall
enjoy life
Young parents with kids
chorage via Western Airlines.
marble columns, each with a
Four young men walk by
bronze eagle on top, recalls
singing a song. Three boys
the September day in 18+7
pedal by on bicycles A womwhen boy heroes from the
an is carrying her baby in a
RAW I HAD A PRET7,1
ifES
military college at the castle
blue shawl. Another woman is
6c.10C) SPEECH 601146 THERE
gave their lives rather than
MA'AM?
FOR A MINUTE
enjoying the day with her five
surrender to U.S troops
children And another is
By Virginia Knauer
A statue depicts a iother
nursing her baby with the
holding her fallen son and a .Special Assistant to the President
family gathered around on the
man stands at her side
'
and Director
.
grass.
The monument is impresWhite HiOU 64! Office of Cunsumei Affairs
A father is playing soccer
sive - but, in another sense,
with his two children, and he
Wnich is the correct mileage on an avete 1968
so are the warmth and gaiety
is laughing and they are
tie'74,392.7 or 44,392.7?of the Mexican people.
shouting
One
little
girl
in
pigThe first, probably. But until this year sellers of
used cars could change the odometer to read 30,000
miles less with relatively little danger of being
caughtthree times lour actual damAs of ;writ of this year,
ages or $1,S00, whichever is
new Federal law, the Motor
greater, plus court costa and
Vehicle Information and Cost
attorney's fees.
-Savings Act, prohibits tamp-In addition to this secering with the odometer on a
tions concerning odometers,
car. This means that if you
the Motor Vehicle Informillpan to buy a used car from
tion and Cost savings Act
eitt era dealership or a pricontains other provisions of
vate owner, you can be
importance to consumers:
reasonably assured that the
• Establishment of front
mileage reported on the
and rear bumper standarda
odometer is accurate.
for all cars to reduce low.
However, to be comspeed collision damage. The
pletely certain of an accurate
les states that these are not
reading, Federal officials sugto go into effect before July 1,
gest that especially in the
1973, in the meantime, the
case of a used car sold
law will allow states to 1113through a dealership you
force their own buinpg
cheek the mileage with the
standards.
-borne Division, Fort Campbell,
By SEC JERRY WO
prior
owner
first.
To
deterWE MIGHT BE RASCALS,
• Authorization for TransKy.
PROGRAM
POW
mine who the prior owner
BUT WE CAN'T WILL LIKE
portation Dept. to establish
THAT
Robert Lee Pounds-, 1612
was, ask the dealer. If he reIt's called 'Egress Re-Cap"
diagnostic inspection centers
fuses to give you the informaeitioa WILL
and hopefully, it will mean a Calloway Street, Murray, who
to
test
for
compliance
with
HAPPEN TO US
tion, you might consider buygreat deal to the more than 540 enlisted for three years and
car safety standards and air
NOW, UNCLE
ing the car elsewhere.
pollution emission standards.
RUPOLPE4?
American POW's in Southeast Mechanical Maintenance and
The new law requires
• Authorization for Transthe 16 months guaranteed
Asia.
that the seller give the buyer
portation Dept. to carry out a
"Egress Re-Cap" is a assignment to the 101st Aira written statement in ink of
one-year study of the costs of
the mileage registered on the
program developed b-Y- the borne Division, Fort Campbell.
operating and repairing cars.
odometer. If the -seller knows
Department of Defense to help Ky. We congratulate them on
• Establishment of a conthat the odometer reading is
POW's and those missing in their new careers and wish
sumer information program
Inaccurate, the law requires
to publish comparisons of the
action (MIA adjust to family, them luck as they embark on
him to give you a written
average repair costs of varcareer and society as quickly the road to success and good
statement that the actual
ious cars and their ability to
and easily as possible after a fortune.
mileage is not known. In adwithstand damage.
WAC SELECTED
cessation of hostilities overseas.
dition, the seller must include
• Requirement that by Feb.
TOP SOLDIER
on this written /determent hie
The Department of Defense
I:1975, car dealers must furnpresent address and the date
She may be the first, but odds
has assigned special teams to
ish you with information
of sale.
the task of briefing more than' are strong she won't be the last!
comparing differences in inUnder the law, if you
surance costs for different
two thousand family members Private First Class Cris
have reason to believe a car
ears based on the model's
of
Milwaukee.
on the program. The families Brewster
odometer has been tampered
ability to withstand damage
have been told just what the Wisconsin, became the first
with, you can sue the seller
and to protect passengers.
POW. captivity situation is and woman to win "Soldier of the
las state or Federal court for
what
and Quarter" honors at 'Fort Carphysical
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son., Colorado.
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psychological
likely
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VERY
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0000 0M000 00 meet them and give them on- knowledge and appearance.
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170000111 111000M0
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the-spot medical checks. Then "Her being a woman had no
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of the sea
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compound
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24 Unit of
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28 Organ of
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to
a
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State Reformatory at LaGrange.
A meeting room is being provided by the prison, Mobley
By HAROLD McCONNELL
said, and since two of the memTravel Editor
bers are being held under maxCopley News Service
imum security, a guard will be
las Vegas clams the title of
present at.the meetings.
Luca:visited city in the world.
-Although its charter banquet
16 million a year Besides the
is not for another month, Moblure of gambling, Its Chamber
ley said the group has already
of Commerce says the city is
begun fund-raising activities for
the hub of other attractions.
future projects. Some of the
Within 300 miles of the city
own have purchased photosuch places as Yosemite
are
graphic film and supplies and •
Park in Caldorrua;
have began taking pictures of--'--la"
°na
'
Bryce a
'on naiional parks
fellow inntates for a charge.
in Utah The Grand Canyon,
The group already has inPhoenix and Scottsdale in
itett local businessmen to the
Arizona, arid Disneyland in
prison to discuss the job situSouthern California
ation on the outside for the benefit of those planning for their
The oldest part of Dublin,
release
known as the Liberties, will
The group is planning to set
host a festival May 7-16.
up bulletin boards on which will
Plays, concerts, exhibits and
be posted information pertinent
a pageant on Dublin's history
to the -yard" and also hopes to
will be presented Residents
work for improvements in recof the Liberties speak what
has become known as the
reational facilities
Dublin Accent - the native
accent of such literary Dubliners as James Joyce and
Brendan Behan
The average age of working
women in Japan's labor force
was 30 2 in 1971, compared
with 238 years in 1970
Of those women working in
1970, 51 5 per cent were married as compared with only 8.2
rirr cent in 1952

Northerners Adapted To
Bitter Cold Conditions
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Craftsmen
are an
aristocracy

PEST CONTROI
-as
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating, ComFISC
pany. Phone 753-7266.
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SERVICES OETE:RED: ----

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

INVES1MEN'F PROPERTY. NEAR K1RKSEY. 1 Acre with 3 BY OWNER; three bedroom
Tic.. bedroom furnished Is use bedroom house, 2 fireplaces, brick, two baths, living room,
kitchen-den combination, built-in
Wail) basement.
with living
fr
and bath, paneled walls. Good Bottomland. Highway cabinets including refrigerator
stove,
built-in
and
in
bookcases
and
windows
storni
tobacco,
fired
dark
heat,
Acre
electric
464, 3.36
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN.
living room, central heat and air,
strrio dour*, ninily painted base, $17,500.
Copley News Service
new carpet and vinyl throughout,
NiayiaLiting
halfAcres,
40
4's140'.
Hardin-East
93'
tares
COLUMBIA. Peen.. - powommkwailahmeftia,
room off carport, plus Sears
store
for
$5000.
Priced
wooded,
sioo.rxi per
p
"There is a natural aristocra10'x12' store house, anchored on
91.5
Co.
Calloway
Incluchnit
Northeast
ag1/15_0.00.
sale
quick
observed
men,"
-among
cy
pad. Immediate
Cone-Fete
4 beds. 2 chest 14 drawers. kit-Acre farm with 3 bedroom
Thomas Jefferson to John
possession.
Phone anytime
barn
hay
barn,
tobacco
chairs,
with
electricilarge
chen table,
Adams in 1813 The grounds
orage
except between 4:30 Friday and
Okstove, electric refrigeratue„and machinery shed
-of this ar.eafsiki and talent."
-110 Saturday, 753-9407, or . at
0 Sin.% ii by appointment only.
Many Am cans have
Building site. 6 Miles Northeast 1515 Kirkwood.
J29C
53•
conclu.„
Pasco,Jr
cynical
tin
come to the
A Plii,ne 3
•
of Murray. 4 Acres with tobacco
Phone 492-8861
TENC barn, corn crib, and livestock BRICK DUPLEX apartment
Hazel, Ky.
sion that craftsmanship no
.2.8.
0 Use a Ledger & Times 0
longer counts in this country
building, one block
from
barn
bedroom
four
Shoddy workmanship is said $ Want Ad to clean up $ BY OWNER;
University. Electric heat, wall to
home, with large den, large 23.5 Farm with 3 bedroom
to be the rule rather than the
wall carpeting, panel walLs, lots
maple
room,
utility
patio,
private
0
Van
many
unused items. 0
exception, the inevitable re-.
house on Highway 464, and
of closet space and built-in
cabinets, dishwasher, garbage Cleave Road.
sult of mass production and 0„
dressers. 75'x140'. Each aparti
OPENING FRI. ft SAT., JAN. 26 EL 27
to Carter and
Close
disposal.
&
Realty
the sheer size of the U.S. inRandolph
John
ment has living room, bedroom,
t Sell them fast with a I Middle Schools. Priced to sell.
or
753-8382
dustrial complex.
Auction Company
FOR REGISTRATION - 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 P.
..1
kitchen and bath with shower.
Those who believe this nev- :Ledger & Times Want E Bank loan available to right Keith Hays 489-2488.
J27C
Well insulated with rockwool in
t person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
er stop to consider the core of P
AA.,-•4
Ad.
the ceiling, storm doors and
TFC
craftsmanship. In the 18th 0
P 753-6342 nights.
CORNER LOT, 108' x 229', on windows. Good investment
Century, Jefferson underBULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
LEGAL NOTICE
I ,I-7(1 AI. NOTICE
corner of Melrose and Belmont. property for only $25,500.00.
stood that craftsmanship
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Barkley
table
1-24,
Including
electric
top
days
two
near
with
Barnett.
Michael
ACRES;
Phone
190
came from an individual
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
Lake State Lodge and golf 753-5273 or nights 492-8637. J30C hot water heaters, 2 electric
a positive state of mind which
or 354-8161 after 500 p.m.
TEC
electric
and - 2
stoves
course, only one mile to Cadiz
he described as part of a 'natrefrigerators. Also furnished
ural aristocracy "
and two miles to lake. Paved
Here in this small commuroad, city water, $399.00 per acre LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42 with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
Notice is hereby given that at 11.30 a.m. on Friday,
nity along the banks of the
10 per cent down, up to 6 years on acres in Dukedom, 11 mile high- 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400,00
26, 1973, at the front door of Salem Cinema I &
January
Susquehanna River one finds
way frontage, new 4" well. Write per year. Shown by appointment
balance Blue Grass Estates
II theater buildings in Central Shopping Center,
/Or
craftsmanship and excellence
Dukedom,
155,
Box
owner,
only. Phone,John Pasco, Jr., 753P 0 Box 282. Murray. Ky.
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky, Clyde Steele,
flourishing, the living emJ26C Tennessee 38226. February 27C 7278.
TFNC
Cannot be duplicated.
Sheriff of Calloway County, will, on a credit of three
idea
bodunent of Jefferson's
months, sell at public auction to the highest bidder all
of •'natural aristocracy
the personal property of Claecom Corporation -or
of
Asetissaiiiiiimilibsirecx
which he called the most
Nosiemstrk
MUM
AVM
•41/X1411KAMIK
AMC
mite
,VW< MOMS(allac 1111811/Walge Mils
rilip6ABDC9010C >SW .3.t
Cinecom Theatres, Southern States, inc.--located at
precious gift of nature "
Central Center-Murray. Inc. Pursuant to KRS 383.050,
Here is located the Wilton
COMPLETE HOME
the property to be sold includes
Brass Co. which is adapting
REMODELING
to modern times the ancient
One pylon sign and attachments
craft of sandcasting, a craft
located In front of the shopping
FREE
that flourished in Jefferson s
center. parking lot, curtains,
ware
time, producing pewter
popcorn
ESTIMATE
screens. soundfold, safe,
for a profit What makes Wilmachines, coke machines, conton so rare a find in an age of
fectionery counters and equipment
consumer complaints :About
In lobby, one marquee sign and
of
code
the
poor products is
753-0961
on front of the theater
attachments
craftsmanship by which the
building, various lettering belonging
753-4342
company lives, both in prodto signs.
uct and personal terms
GENERAL HOUSE • wiring
Each works as an individInstallation or rework. No job too
ual." Wilton says of its workbig or too small. Call Jim for
ers, "whose mind and skill is
AUCTION SALE
At.(TION SALE
Februars'
estimate, 436-2159.
concentrated on producing, a
19NC
finished product as individual
The man,
as himself
ERRY's REFINISHING &
metal, the sand and the polustom Built Furniture. 6 miles
ishing wheel remain the in1.0TS
uth of Murray on Hwy. 641
gredients essential to our art.
HOMES
erry McCoy, owner. SO2() 492They have not become ends in
NORTH 16TH STREET, NORTH 18TH STREET, Oakdale,
With your landlord Escalating rents got
STOP THE WAR
themselves at Wilson. but reTFC
South llth Street, Sherwood Forrest, Panorama Shores,
you down. Then look at this three bedroom well decorated
main intertwined, man and
lAe
Shore,
Bluff
Kentucky
Pine
Shores,
Lakeway
home, lust right for the young at heart Located at 205 North
materials."
FRESS ESTIMATE on septic
Development
6th Street.
This may sound like a sales
nk installation. Phone 753talk, since Wilton markets its
1850.
TFC
pewter ware all over the
Still have a way of being
RAINY DAYS AND MONDAY
world However, when you
good if you're inside looking out of this home So unusual to
nieet the men and women of
KEEIN's TERMITE and Pest
find such a neat home with all the built-ins for only 616.500.
100 ACRES-ABOUT 5 MII.ES northwest of Kirksey. Farm is
Wilton you find remarkable
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
of cultivation. Owner took two crops in 1972.
state
in
high
a
harmony and happiness,
DUE TO THE ilL HEALTH OF JOE BEARD,THE OWNER
13th Street "Every day you
SWEET & SIMPLE Three bedrooms, 1'7 baths, garage.
Timber and water year around. Only $20,000.
something that is not suplay lets bugs have their "
nice back yard, electric heat. Flexible price
posed to exist in the modern
18 miles South of Murray on Kline Boat Dock Road
ay."
TFC
Highway
of
ft.
2200
POTTERTOWN
-NEAR
ACRES
64
world of work
BUTTER FINGER? DON'T LET THIS one slip by like you
. frontage. Year around water, good crop land. Some timber;
The secret to Wilton's sucThis 5 bedroom with 3 baths, 2 fireplaces, full basement,
did the last one. Three bedrooms, TV room and five
FOR ALL you additionswould be ideal for stock Has small 4 room house in good
cess is that it has achieved a
and nice lot will be auctioned the 3rd day of February, 1973,
acres Just 10 minutes from town
Only
bath.
and
room,
living
remodeling, residential or
bedrooms,
2
has
House
condition.
mind.
total integration of
along with a 1969 Ford pickup, tools, plumbing and electrical
commercial. New or old. Free
$19,800.
body and spirit. As a consePUT YOUR IDEAS TO WORK on this home in the North 19th
supplies, household contents and many other items. Property
estimates. Call 753-6123.
quence, each worker has a
Street area. Nice lot Home has three bedrooms, large
can be seen by contacting:
TFC
18 ACRES ON NORTH 4Th STREET. Just outside of city
sense of self-worth, pride and.
bath, spacious den, carport.
Wayne Wilson. Realtor & Auctioner
limits. 350 ft. of street frontage.
most important, a sense that
l'hone 753-3263 or 753-5086
what each does has meaning
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
IF YOU CAN'T TAKE THE COUNTRY out of him, take him
or Charles Thompson, Apprentice Auctioneer. 753-7565
and lasting value What hapV2 ACRES-HAS TIMBER, GOOD tillable acreage, springs,
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
on the outskirts of town: -Classy three
brick
lovely
this
to
pens each work day here at
some fence. Tobacco base and out buildings. Priced right too.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
bedroom with step saving kitchen and all the lawn you would
Wilton is the expression of
Give us a call_
753-7625 nights.
TEC
want. A winning buy at $26,900. Don't delay'
work as it can and should be.
Friday
every'
SALE.
AUCTION
MUSIC
In recent years we have
15 ACRES, 3 MILES NORII EAST of Almo Has excellent
night on Highway 641 at Paris,
HEAVENLY PEACE IN THIS THREE bedroom, two bath
seen an alarming trend
barn. At $3,750 it ought to be
woven
e
wire
and
fence
•
good
on
den
in
fireplace
TUNING -Repair- Tennessee. Another load from St.
brick home in Sherwood Forest. Features
PIANO
among the nation's work force
called stealing!
raised hearth, all kitchen appliances, including refrigerator
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- Louis. Glass, dishes, furniture
of job dissatisfaction, espeis
this
enjoy
living,
you
If
garbage
peaceful
and
compactor.
workyounger
APPLIANCE
vice 15 years experience. Rebuilt and lots more. Auctioneers
cially among
63 ACRES, 3 MILES NORTHEAST OF Almo Bottom land
_
ers In fart, in a survey pub- IS for you.
pianos for, sale. Ben W. Dyer, Shorty McBride-247 and. James
with good highway frontage only $4,700. Has 17 acres of corn
PAINTING
SPRAY
'ITC
lished last Dec. 16, and comMurray, Kentucky. Phone 753- E. Travis-278.
base. A real bargin.
•
BARGAIN OF THE WEEK!!! Exceptionally large den with
missioned by the U S. LaborF2C
8911
Gold, Avacado,
DepartMent. it was found that
fireplace, three bedrooms, two baths, drapes. carpets,
AUCTION SALE Saturday.
COMMERCIAL & IN(OME
artiong young blue-collar A carport accomodates three cars, oversize patio, central heat
1308
IDA.,
1:00
January-N..
CoppertorT, White
Pianos-Organs
workers, clearly 20 per cent g and air This place is one of the cleanest, best,kept homes in
McFadden Street, Paris, Tenn. at
See why more people buy
OFFICE AND SHOP ON SANBURY CIRCLE. Was built in
were dissatisfied while 60 per
Wurlitzer than any other
Murray. Priced at $30,000.
Old
place.
the
Story
late 011ie
1969. Lot is 80'x169'. Building is brick and metal. Has gas, city
piano
Sales Service Rental
753-9382 or 753-6995
cent were -ambivalent" tobeds, pie safe, trunk, walnut
water and sewer,and 2 baths. A very good location.
purchase Practice piano and
ward - their work
WEST OF COLDWATF:R WE HAVE A three bedroom, 1'7
studios J 8, B Music Center,
chest, dining room suite, antique 6.
Murray. KY 753 7575
Daniel Yankelovich,. the
CAR CLEANUP SHOP IN STELLA. Has 3 doors and gas
bath brick home with some carpeting. Only 6 years old. On
tables, portable televjsion, new
opiruon pollster, sees in this
•
one acre lot and the price'? Just $19,000.
heat. Possession with deed. All you have to do is move in.
quilts, library table, old lamp, ATTENTION
FARMERS:
set of attitudes serious longPIANO TUNING and Repair. glass, dishes and other items. Spring is almost here again! Get
APARTFURNISHED
HOMES PRICED AT $22.500 ARE GOING FAST. In fact we
range consequences. •'This
306 SOUTH 16TH STREET HAS 3
Jerry Cain,- 753-8712. Registered Auctioneer Shorty McBrideyour tractors and trucks repaired
have trouble keeping one available for you. Your neighbor
dissa tisfacter.," he stated,
MENTS and brings in $198.00 per month. Possession with
craftsman Piano Technician 247.
ITC now and avoid the spring rush.
explosive
"may erupt in
has already looked at this cute three bedroom, two bath brick
deed. Looks much better on the inside. Only $15,000.
(;uild,
TFC
We guarentee our work anti our
outbw-sts, comparable to the
home on Catalina. Features attractive dining area and kitwill satisfy. All parts and
price
student and civil rights movechen with lots of cabinets, disposal and built-in stove. Don't
AUCTION SALE, Saturday', labor guaranteed. We specialize
I.AKE l'ROPERTY
ments in recent years."
let him beat you to this home.
January 27, 1:00 p.m., Hazel in auto repair of all kinds.
Music Lessons
While it could be argued
Auction House, Hazel, Kentucky. Kimbros Garage, New Concord.
Professional teachers o/
30 ACRF.S NEAR CENTA
GE,. Joins TVA land. A great
that workers at Wilton are exREADY FOR ACTION' Call us to see this four bedroom
Piano, organ, voice, guitai
Another big sale at Hazel
place to get away from it P.
1TP
ceptional because they are
Ky. Phone 436-5366.
band
and
accordion, drums
brick on Dudley Drive. A two story Colonial with all the
Auction House. Come out and be
instruments J 5 B Musir
part of a small and specialfeatures you expect in a nice home, including two fireplaces,
75)
Center, .Murray, K y
with us. This is just a partial
PANORAMA SHORES-MOBILE HOME with brick and
ized work force, it is the atti2'2 baths, lovely drapes and carpets, lots of storage, very
7575
listing of items to be sold. Tools, FOR'ALL your spring wardrobe
redwood room and sundeck added on. An outstanding view of
tude and state of mind that
modern kitchen, two car garage. You will like the home and
treadle sewing machines. metal Slliting at reasonable prices
the lake-has central heat and air and all appliances and color
makes this company so
the neighborhood.
file cabinet, electric sexing telephone.492-8445:T.V. Only 612,500.
unique In fact, the Wilton
„ J25C
machine, electric floor polisher,
Brass Co., the creator of a
•
.AS FRESH AS SPRING -- C'OMPLETF.LY NEW -- builder is
skill saw. A real good automatic
special alloy call "Armetale"
-putting only the finest in this three bedroom, two bath brick
PANORAMA SHORES-A WEEKEND and Holiday
from which its pewlerware is
washer, Early American couch WILL STAY in home of sick or
central heat and air
About
has
Our
on
home
Holiday
Drive.
slate
hideaway.
is
Lot
cottage
Features
entry
100.x150',
hall,
fireplace
made. is a standing rebuke to
and chair, maple end tables, elderly person. References
den,
In
dining,
formal
car
two
and carpeted. Was bhilfinli611. Only $13,5°"°.
garage, and a dream kitchen
the belief that work cannot be
thtitir- nroVie projector, furnished. Also experienced as
Aluminum Sheets
Buy now and pick your colors.
.
fun and that craftsmanship
movie screen, antique dresser caahier and in meat department
and excellence cannot TOPinve
IRVIN (X)1313-AREA-CABIN AND large lake front lot with
and bed, large. assortment of oegrocery store. For information
ENCHANTING MINI-RANCH. 7 beautifully rolling acres
and still makesnioney
fantastic view of Kentucky"Lake. You'll have ,to see it to
each
glassware. The Auction House phone 753-5599. J26C
underfence, with barn arid creek. The brick three bedroom
1
'
appreciate it. We'll take you there. Only $17,000.
Just as the existence of Wilwill lx' open on Tuesday and
home on the hill has carpet, drapes, dining room, built-in
ton is a model of what labor
4.•
-Thursday nights to accept your
stove, and garage. A perfect family home. All for $34,000.
The Ledger & Times
LOST& FOUND
and management can achieve
PANORAMA SHORES-A LAKE FRON'i LOT, with a
consignment items. For all your
relaworking
TIRED OF THE SAME OLD THING' Look over this lovely
beautiful scenic view of Kentucky Lake,•.complete with
in a harmonious
auction
contact
needs
Wilson
and
103 N. 4th Street
tionship with _sacrificing
FOUND IN vicinity of, 17th and
g new 3 bedroom, bath frame home on Dudley Drive. Unique
boatdockend a very nice 2 bedroom cottage with -a large
Thompson Anetion Sorviue..
craftsmanship so there is a
Muffay, Ky.
patio. Priced right:tbs.-Get readyfo ainuner now!
design,lots of eyeappeaL Call for an appointment.
Wayne "Wilson, auctioneer. Miller, small brown male puppy.
far more compelling philoPhone 753-1916
Charles, Thompson,- Apprentice White crest, dark tail. Well
41110080( XPOOYAWAOlito,
Albc >411K4M0c.alaficallIK
mastawaremarma4-xsasassac,aux Ass- gaisolagealrxwat110
"
11.c'st4
sophical lesson left to the ob- .
.MNINNNIENNNNINNIII‘ Auctioneer.
J27C
J27C trained. 13-9485.
server

HEY GIRLS!!

Will '73 be your Biggest year, or your
SLIMMEST?
For THINformation- come in to:

Kick The it
0
St
Habit!'

Sharon's Figure Salon

* Featuring the Latest in Exercise Equipment

I

•

•

:Dial 753-1914

* Legal Notice *

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

OFF!

LOOKING AHEAD!!

Nobody Knows Murray Like

TUCKER REALTORS

Bill Houghton

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Associates home phone
Ron Talent
775533-48991508
C. Bailey Hendricks

753-1607
753-7638

MYHILL & WILSON

g

:

voimmummiumir
CALL

1

25'

-

INUARY 25, 1973

IT'S EASY

WANTED SOMEONE to stay
with elderly lady in her home
Phone 753-3882 between 9:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m. or. 489-2518 or 4892519 after 5:00 p.rn
J25C

ITERED

Help Wanted
Full Time
WAITRESS

Apply in Person at

Jerry's
Restaurant

ri

cy

WANTED MAN or boy for full
time
miscellaneous
work
Drivers License required. Apply
in person to Bernard Steen at
Murray Datsun.
J29C

ipment
p•

WORK, trucking,
vel, fill dirt arid
Hardin, 354-8138,
r 5:00p.m.
TE('

ening
lting
nvas
rig Tile

NOTICE

SOUP 'N SANDWICH
SPECIAL
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Sunday Supper after 2 p.m
Hamburger & a bowl of hot
soup...59 cents, or any of
our 13 sandwiches at
regular price & 19 cents for
a bowl of hot soup.
TRIANGLE INN

f riday Night
Brent and the Men-say Shuns
Happy Hour.S pm 10 9 pm
7 far,ce)
Saturday Night

Sun Stays
Blue Marlin Club

NOTICE

H

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 arid
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts, was on January 22,
1973 ftled by T.C. Collie,
Executer of the estate of Ovie E.
Collie, Deed and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to file
any exception theretovrtROo so
on or before February 26, 1973 or
be forever barred. Witness my
hand this z2 day of January, 1973.
By Marvin Harris Clerk
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP

EE
IMATE

L1/1 1

In accordance with Kentucky
Sections 25.195 and
Statutes,
Party?
Prit ate
5
6\
J
77(
is hereby given
Notice
25.200:
Club Luncheon?
settlement
5
Sree
Final
of
'‘U
report
a
that
TRIANGLE INN
S Pw
•,1173
on January 22,
was
fait*.
accounts
of
YOUNG MAN to operate dish
Room
Banquet
1973 filed by Marie Shekell,
For Reservations
machine approximately 20 hours
IITHNK WE'LL MAKE IT BACK TO11-4E WHITE
Administratix of the estate of
Phone 753_4953
weekly. Must be free to work
_
Bertie • Cunrunghani, Deed and HOUSE FOR -11-1E CHERR`f BLOSSOMS?"
nights and weekends. No phone
the same has been approved
that
calls. Apply Colonial House
NOTICE
NOTICE
AUTOS FOR SALE
by the Calloway County Court
J30('
Smorgasbord.
and ordered filed to lie over for
1966 SIMCA. Bet' in good con- exceptions. Any person desiring
PART TIME or full time help dition. Good running condition. to file any exception thereto will
J25NC do so on or before February 26,
wanted. Apply in person at Phone 492-8637.
Jerry's ,South 12th Street. J26C
1973 or be forever barred. Wit1961 VOLKSWAGEN. Good ness my hand this 22 day of
AVON CAN brighten your life- transportation. $275.00. Phone January, 1973
J30C By Marvin Harris
with extra cash you can earn as 753-8760.
County Court Clerk,
.an Avon Representative. It's a
great way to end money worries- 1970 TORINO GT, 38,000 miles, Calloway County, Kentucky
1TP
selling our famous products in need to sell. Green with darker By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
your spare time Call: 443-3366 green vinyl roof. Call 753J27C
In accordance with Kentucky
F5C 0310.
Collect.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
GOOD 1960 Chevrolet 2 ton, winch 25.200: Notice is hereby given
SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
A
,
and wrecker truck with 20 ton that a report of Final settlement
eornpanys. need C,ertified Semiwinch. - Has 1968-327 engine, of accounts was on January 22, S
week.
per
$3004400
Drivers. Earn
$750.00. 1969 Chevrolet four door 1973 filed by Mary. Martha Jones.
No experience necessary.s.will
sedan, V8 automatic with power Executrix of the estate of Zora E.
train. For application call 317steering, $795.00. 1968 Oldsmobile Outland, Deed and that the
Coastway•
write
or
636-2675,
two door hardtop, power steering same has been approved by the
American Systems. P.O. Box
and brakes, $850 00. 1970 Dodge Calloway County Court and or- 0
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana.
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight shift dered filed to lie over for ex- 0
A
P
J25C
46201.
drive, still 25,000 more factory' ceptions Any person desiring to 0
warranty' miles with a built on file any exception thereto will do
0
KITCHEN MANAGER. Male. topper, $1995.00. 1969 Dodge GTX so on or before February 26, 1973 d
0
With experience in cooking, coupe, automatic, real sharp, or be forever barred. Witness my
figuring food costs, inventory, 11000.00. 1959 Ford pickup, V8 hand this 22 day of January 1973.
processing meats, etc. Good straight drive, with cattle rack, By Marvin Harris
FRIDAY SPECItir(atIr 3 pm
references required. Must be free $275.00. Can be seen at Starks 'County Court Clerk,
FRESH CATFISH DINNER
Calloway County, Kentucky
to work nights and weekends Mobile Homes or phone 753Friday 3 II 11 p.m
J31C
1TP
D.C.
Ainley,
By:
6734.
Judith
No
pay.
Long hours, but good
(neva, frozen)
"The catfish we se'.' today
phone calls. Apply Colonial
In accorance with Kentucky
Slept last night in a 5v Lake Bay!"
J30C
House Smorgasbord.
Statutes, Sections 25.19 and
1964 CHEVROLET Bel Air. 25.200: Notice is hereby given
$130....
J25C
Phone owner 753-0208.
that a report of Final settlement
-Full half pound Or mote sit tress casiss.
-Home fried potatoes
of accounts was on January 22,
-Cold slaw
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, blue with 1973 filed by George P. Hart,
-Hush puppies
white interior. One owner. Priced Administrator of the estate of
-Omen, tartar %awe S 111111011/ to sell. Phone Benton 527Friday-) til 11.p.m
Bast! Moore Haft, Deed and that
J25P
7732.
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Clerk and
1969 GTO, 400 cubic inches. Need ordered filed to lie over for ex••-•••.4,44,41
•
•••••••
money for school. Contact Dean
ceptions. Any person desiring to
•
Bogner, Apartment 9, Hales
file any exception thereto will do
Opening Soon!
•
February IP
Apartments.
•
so on or before February 26, 1973
•
•
or be forever barred. Witness my
•Cooks •Hostess
1967 TOYOTA station wagon. hand this 22 day of January', 1973.
•Waitresses
Would consider trading for VW. By Marvin Harris
•
•
•Dishwashers :Can be seen at 916 North 18th County Court Clerk.
•
J25C Calloway County, Kentucky
•
Street,
•
•
•
•Bus Boys
1TP
By. Judith Ainley, D.C.
•
•
•
Good
500.
Fairlane
FORD
1966
•
Day and Night Shifts
running condition. Good second In accordance with Kentucky
and
25.195
Sections
Statutes,
325C
car. Phone 767-6554.
Apply Saturday
25.200: Notice is hereby given
•
•
that a report of Final settlement
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
TRAILERS FOR rent 1, mile east of accounts was on January 22,
•
▪
Jan. 27th
• of Murray. Phone 753-9957. .130C 1973 filed by George Shaver,
Executor of the estate of Nina
Pancake
the
at
House.:
▪
•
•
Pick-Up, wide bed. Page Dill, Deed and that the
U.S. 641 N., across :1956 CHEVYcondition.
For in- same has been approved by the
excellent
• from Riviera Courts :
J26C Calloway County Court and or•
Otasco.
call
formation
41
•
aavaarearevea.•••••••••••••••••-•••••1
dered filed to lie over for exto
4106104111c
woman
to
ceptions. Any person desiring
WANTED MATURE
1970 CARRYAI,I. Chevrolet van,
care for four school age children, power sterring,brakes, 4-wheel file any exception thereto will do
3:30-11:30 p.m., five days a week. drive, 350, 4-speed. May be seen so on or before February 26, 1973
J27C
or be forever barred. Witness my
Phone 474-2745.
at Mannis-Mathis Shop on 4th
Still Have Large Selection of
J25P hand this 22 day of January, 1973.
or phone 753-8407.
Street
imAVAILABLE
Harris
Marvin
By
POSITION
mediately for man experienced 1970 MAVERICK three speed, air County Court Clerk,
in auto vinyl top work. Apply to conditioned, $1300.00. Phone 753- Calloway County, Kentucky
1TP
J26C By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Eurie Garland, 510 South 4th 2622 after 6:00 p.m.
J27C
Street or phone 753-4641.
In accorance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
haul
power,
for
all
Wildcat,
WANTED
BUICK
1966
DRIVER
25.200: Notice is hereby given
LIBRARY
ACROSS FROM MSU
away. Must be experienced and air, low mileage. Excellent
that a report of Final settlement
APX11111x 4•0•1111K *sic max raisc mac mac
condition. Phone 753-8678 after
have references. Phone 75322
J27P 3:00 p.m.
J26C, of accounts was on January
8498.
1973 filed by Gene S. Geurin
If You
She has something
Executor of the estate of Eugene
everyone needs.
1967 VOLKSWAGEN station
H. Geurin, Dec'd and that the
He needs it
DIRECT SALESMAN. Do you wagon Inquire at 16041 2 Miller
has been approved by the
same
desperately.
name
leave
there,
ComAvenue. If not
believe in the future of
Please Phone
J25P Calloway County Court and orputers, Automobiles, color and number.
exlie
for
to
dered
over
filed
Your
television, electronics, drafting,
ceptions. Any person desiring to
air conditioning and the building 1967 COUGAR, by owner. V8,
file any exception thereto will do
*No el.
industry? If you meet people well automatic, two new tires. Good
so on or before February 26, 1973
are scrupulously honest and are condition,- $750.00. See at 1608
or be forever barred. Witness my
earning less than $20,000 per West Main, Apartment 2 or phone
J29C hand this 22 day of January, 1973.
If No Results:
year, I want to talk to you. This is 753-7527.
By Marvin Harris,
we
and
organization
a top rated
Phone
County Court Clerk,
mold
MUM ..•••••
will fully train man selected for SPORTY 1958 Ford Fairlane 500
Kentucky
Calloway
County,
this territory. Our sales tools do Sport 2 door. In excellent eon:
I
1TP
new. 31,000 By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
the talking to the qualified dition. Like
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Phone
miles.
actual
the
guaranteed
prospects. You simply make
i.e
J25P
calls and write up the orders. But 753-5208.
Then
ed whim weld/ cm.. kwilwi.
Daily Luncheon Special
you must have a proven sales
10 a.m. to 2 p.m, Monday
Jan 31 thru Feb 3
After 5:30 p.m. and
record and be prepared to work
thru Friday. Meat, 3
CAPRI THEATER
for your success. For interview 1971 FORD LTD Brougham, vinyl
Until 6:30 p.m.
Nightly: 6 and 8 15 p m
with complete details write roof, new tires. Locally owned. segetables & roll...$1.15.
Saturday Matineec
and
Wi0
between
156,
I:1S and 3:30 pm
Phone 753-9690
Robert Sanders, Route 2, Box
INN , .
For Every Family'
J25P
J27P 7.00 p.m.
Munfordville,Ky. 42765.

MATE on septic
n. Phone 753TFC
RMITE and Pest
753-3914. 100 South
'Every day you
have their TE'C
you additionsresidential or
iew or old. Free
753-6123.
TEC

''.PAIR Service.
•trical-roofing and
ine 753-5897 days or
TEC

& WILSON

.IANCE
PAINTING
Avacado
one, White

DEADLINES FOR ALL

CLASSIFIED ADS
Will Be 4:00 p.m. Day Before

•

HELP
WANTED
Perkins Pancake I
& Steak House :

CLASSIFIED DISPLAYS
12:00 Noon Day Before

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
Phone 753-1916

N -O -T -I-C-E

1r spring wardrobe
easonable prices
J25C
1445 -

n home of sick or
son. References
so experienced as
ri meat department
'B. For information
J26C
FOUND
•

AN:

ctnity of, 17th and
irown male puppy.
dark tail. Well
85.
J27C

To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision
Service will be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00 a.m.
to 1 1 :00 a.m. for the next few
days. We appreciate your patience.

Murray Cablevisiont

Suits - Sport Coats - Pants
Shirts - Etc.

THE COLLEGE SHOP

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

III

753-7278

4

very
DISHES,
ANTIQUE
desirable. Phone 753-9288 or see
John M.Stevens, 1613 West
J26P
Main.

L2

condition. 30 concrete blocks. Set
or bar bells, electric toaster
counter top, electric heater See
-J28C
at 1580 Johnson Blvd.

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
'For Further Information

Phone 489-2161

After 5:00 p.m.

Vk.44.43ANS, no down payment
fOr qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Belthne Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
J27C
443-6150.

KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
shag rug specialist that adjusts to
all carpets. For sales and service
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
5:00 p.m.
February 19C

TIRE SALE!!Price subject to
stock on hand. Sale ends
Saturday, January 27. Best nylon
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, tubeless white wall tires ArmMayfield, Kentucky, on the strong makes, your choice of
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, sizes 775, 825, or 855 by lr or 15".
pickup camper, toppers. We also Only $15.71, plus $2.52 federal tax
rent campers by the week or Best 4 ply polyester white wall
weekend Call 247-8187 or 489- Armstrong makes. N'our choice
J27C of sizes F, G or H78 by 14" or 15".
2303.
Only $17.34, plus $2.81 federal tax.
MAYTAG ELECTRIC portable Best polyester glass belted white
crOthes dryer, used very little. Wall tires Armstrong makes.
Very reasonable Phone 753Your choice of sizes, F, G, or H78
J27P by 114" or 15". $20.98,'plus $3.01
9288.
federal tax. Best polyester steel
TOY POODLE Puppy, AKC belted white wall tire Armstrong
registered, apricot male Already makes. Your choice of sizes F,
has shots, 7 weeks old Phone 753- or 1178 by 14" or 15" Only $24.01,
J27C plus $2.74 federal tax. All tires
7876 after 4:00 p.m
carry road hazard and defective
ETHAN ALLEN twin or bunk material guarantee Roby Sales,
beds, complete. lee new Early Highway,68, Benton
J27C
American sofa and chair Phone
J27C ONE
489-2644.
PAIR of lined den drapes
for sliding doors. ALso one pair of
HIGHCHAIR, never -been used. 45" drapes to match. Phone 753J27C 2347.
Phone 753-7609.
J25C

SPINDT-CONSOLE piano.
Wanted responsible party to take
automatic transmission, 175.00. carpet cleaner. Rent electric over spinet console piano. Can be
J26C shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belatre seen locally Easy terms. Write
Phone 753-9974.
Credit Manager. P.O. Box 741,
Shopping Center
J27C Evansville,Indiana 47701. J29C
FOR RENT

furnished CHIHUAHUA, 10 months old
ROOM
THREE
Phone AKC registered Phone 436only.
Couple's
apartment.
J25C
753-6524 after 4:00 p.m. Available 5461
J25C' February 10.
WALLACE'S BOOK Store."
Books for everyone. HardbackFOUR ROOM house on highway and Paperback. Come Browse!
Across from M.S.U. Library.J30C
near Coldwater Phone 4365449
J25P
HOUSE TRAILER, 12'x55', all
TRAILERS. ALSO furnished electric, excellent condition.
apartment in Murray. Phone 753- Located on 641, Midway Trailer
9957.
February 7C Park. Phone 753-0748.
J30C

1

SALE ITEMS

FARMERS
4
st here again! Get
Ind trucks repaired
d the spring rush.
our work add our
,sly. All parts and
eed. We specialize
or of all kinds.
ige, New Concord.
1TP
5366.

FOR SALE

1
building,
0 METAL STORAGE
fiberglass
15'
$85.00.
"NEVER USED anything like
fl'x10'.
,0 *5000 1965 Pontiac motor boat,
and it," say users of Blue Lustre

(Effective January 29)

TRIANGLUNN

5.00 plus 25' tax to
Kentucky Reprint Co.
Box 1072 Univ. Sta.
Murray, Ky.

0 MURRAY NURSERY, Mayfield,
Road. Good out of business.
:Hundreds
of Japanese Holly
going at price. Hurry out. J3OP
:
0 1965 FORD Galaxie 500. Good

New Spring Styles Arriving Daily!

or 753-6995

HISTORY of
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
published by the
Ledger & Times in
1931, has been
reprinted and may be
obtained by sending..

„...................."
1 - N-0-T-I-C-E - i
•
• In Order To Better Serve You . . . 0

Ledger & Times

EFINISHING &
r.'urniture. 6 miles
-ay on Huy 641
owner. 502) 492TFC

4

•

E

HOUSE • wiring
rework. No job too
tall. Call Jim for
February
159.

FOR SALE

USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
326C
Post Office, Paris,Term.
1972 SLANT-A-Matic Touch and
sew Singer sewing machine,
console. $250.00. Phone 753J26C
5014.

E
r

)ughton
10961

7534916

FOR SALE

ti‘

0:
0
0
0
0
0
0

ETE HOME
IDELING

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

WANT-ADS

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
HELP WANTED

THURSDAY-JANUARY 25, 1973

KE1tTUCST'
THE LEDGER 6;'TIMES -MURRAV,
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29 GALLON aquarium, filter,
light, top and stand. $50.00. Phone
J25C
753-8918 after 5:00 p.m.
WHITE PORTABLE Kitchenaid
dishwasher, chopping board top
Excellent condition Phone 753J25C
9602 or 753-1346

SHARP GLASTRON boat, 16'
Deep Vee runabout Boat, motor
and trailer Convertible top and
side curtains Winter priced
Phone 753-=64 after 5 04.p m
TWO BEDROOM trailer, car1960 RITZ Craft trailer, 10 wide, ..129C
peted. Water furrushed Phone
three bedrooms,electric heat, air
753-4770 or 436-5812.
J27C
conditioned,
carpeted MOBILE HOME, 1969 Cherokee,
throughout. Located
near 12'x52' Has ua.sher, dryer, air
EXCELLENT BUILDING for
university. Phone 753-9867. J30C conditioner. underpenning and
body or cleanup shop. Equipped
front porch. Phone 437-4171 or
with five HP air compressor,
J29C
BA1.DWIN PIANOS and organs. Benton 527-7168.
natural gas, 4, electric doors
Rent to purchase plan Lonardo
Phone 753-3018.
J27C
Piano Company, across from TEN SPEED English racer
Post Office, Parts,Tenn.
J26C Western Flyer. Phone 753TRAILER FOR Rent, also have
J25P
9021
trailers for sale. See Mrs. MOBILE HOME, 1970, two
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer bedroom, 12'x65', carpeted,
Court, Murray Drive In Theatre double glass doors, den, split DINING TABLE uith matching
J27C level kitchen, and bay window in buffett and 4 ladder back chairs
Entrance.
J27C
living room, utility room and Phone 753-5803
-MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', in Fox outside storage building Extra
Meadows. One bedroom with nice. Shown by appointment only. MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER
study. Central gas heat. $90.00 Phone 753-9675.
J31C puppies, registered, non shed.
per month. Includes water,
lovable dispositions. Melodysewerage and garbage pick up.
INSURANCE: Homeowners, Ayre Kennels, Buchanan, Term.
J26C
Phone 753-3855.
J27C
Farmouziers and Mobile Homes. Phone(901) 247-3345.
Low rates, broad coverage,
THREE BEDROOM 10' wide Excellent claim service, Check YARD SALE at 1621 Catalina
trailer, electric heat, air con- with us before you buy. Galloway Drive, Saturday, from 10_00 a.m.
ditioned, carpeted. Phone 753- Insurance & Realty Agency. till 4:00 p.m. Lots of different
J27C
J30C Phone 753-5842
9867.
February 7C items.
male
AKC REGISTERED
SHOP- FOE( rent near
Midway. SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters beagle, 2 years old. Also female
Phone 753-5311
by
installed
J25C manufactured and
beagle, 2 years old Good
Atkins Gutter Installation, markings. Phone 753-6086. J27P
bedroom
EXTRA NICE three
Murray, phone 7534407 or 753house, large living room, kitchen 8992.
J25C
TIMOTHY HAY. Phone 753and dining room, utility room,
J27C
1988.
tubwith
carport and bath
shower combined. Plenty of,SINGER SEWING machine,
50'
closet sPace. Storage space in portable, one year old, perfect AIR COMPRESSOR with
Phone
shotgun;
Gauge
12
hose;
School.
service
Bronzeware,
Carter
condition.
attic. Near
J27P
J25C for 12. thine, service for 12. plus 753-4597.
753-5809.
serving pieces 16- RCA portable
TV. Phone 753-7140 all day THREE BEDROOM double-wide
FOUR ROOM furnished house.
Saturday and after 3:30 p.m. only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
Prefer married couple with 1 or 2
J26C Homes, South Beltline Highway.
weekdays.
small children. Phone 753Paducah, Ky. Phone 443J25P
6166.
J27C
6150.
HOME1,ITE CHAIN saws.
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, 207
February 20C CHEST OF drawers, vanity
bedrooms, central heat and air, South 7th Street.
dresser, $20.00 each. Two boy's
ceramic tile bath, washer and
dryer hook up, built in stove. 8'x45' TRAILER.$750. Phone 753- bicycles, Z4" and, 26", $10.00
$125.00 per month plus utilities. 0156.
J30C each. Brown' poodle, AKC
registered, $75.00 Chair $5.00.
TFC
Phone 753-7850.
15'1APSTAKE runabout, 40 H.P Phone 753-8182 after 5:00/f.th.
motor, trailer, with new tires J27C
WANTED TO RieNT
J26R.
$425.00. Phone 753-5901.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
ir i(entuelty. No increase in
0 WANT TO RENT
SPRING MATERIAIS arriving prices. Country Boy Stores,
daily. For better' fabrics shop Army Surplus. 9 miles from
two or three bedroom
Nesbitt Fabric Shop,- 4 miles Hopkiasxille. Junction Kentuiky
e, house in the Concord school
117 and 1134.`trpen Sunday until
of Murray-Highway
South
rlistrict. Phone 753-8126.
J27C
J30C 4.00p.m.
641
4wyktift111:11kNIMMIIMIL
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Lunar Scientist
To Lecture Here

Dr. Crosthwait Johnson . . .
Speaker Here
On Retirement

•• a •

'" •
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THURSDAY-JANUARY 25, 1973

st1 BRAY, KENTUCKY

'Thanksgiving'
Service To
Be Tonight

Three File . . .

(Continued from Page 1
i Continued from Page 1
President's family. Little PatU.S. Air Force in August, 1967,
rk..1.Nligent raised „his hand to
after nearly 27 years of service.
A scientist who has been
-his forehead in salute, blinking
active in the chentit'al analysis
While Serving in Turkey, Guy
his eyes in the sun. Nine years
served as advisor to the Turicsiii
of moon rock samples obtained
ago, another small boy, John
Air Force under the U.S. AID
by the NASA Apollo Project will
The Calloway County wide
Dr. Ted L. Crosthwait, John, offered a similar salute
program. His final assignment
be the guest lecturer in the
father,
funeral
of
his
service of "Thanksgiving to
was director of conununications
Visiting Seminar Program of Executive Secretary of the at the
President John F. Kennedy.
God for Peace" will be held
and electronics at Tinker Air
the department of chemistry at Teachers' Retirement System
The military pallbearers tonighl 1Thursday) at seven
Force Base in Oklahoma.
Murray State University of Kentucky, will speak at a
joint potluck supper and eased the coffin through the p.m. at the Memorial Baptist
Included among his honors in
Friday, Jan. 26.
the Air Force were the Silver
Dr. William D. Ehmann, meeting of the Murray rear of a hearse for the half- Church, Main and Tenth
mile drive to the church.
Streets.
Star, the Distinguished Flying
chairman of the department of Education Association and the
Inside the packed church sat
Education
This special service of
Cross, and the air medal with
chemistry at the University of Calloway
Monday, members of Congress and Su- thanksgiving is sponsored by
on
two oak leaf cluster, and the
Kentucky, will deliver a Association
preme Court justices, black civ- churches in Calloway County
soldiers medal.
presentation entitled I. UNAR
il rights leaders, Mrs. Mamie including Locust Grove Church
Guy, his wife Sally, and five
Chemistry:" at 330 p.m. in
Eisenhower, the Nixon daugh- of the Nazarene, Oak Grove
children, moved to Route Six,
Room 312 of the Blackburn
ters, Sen. George McGovern, Cumberland
Presbyterian
on Kentucky Lake in August
Science Building.
Robert G. i Bobby) Baker, for- Church, Kirksey
Rey. Ralph Tucker
United
1967. He served as airport
Dr. Etunann has published a
mer Japenese Premier Eisaku Methodist Church,. Memorial
manager of Kyle Field from
number of papers in the field of
Sato, Robert S. McNamara-a Baptist Church, First Baptist
March,
1969-September 1970.
research. His research team
cross-section of friends and offi- Church-, First United Methodist
"Because of
my
aduses mainly the technique of
cial acquaintances.
Church, St. Leo's Catholic
ministrative experience in the
neutron activation analysis for
Following the service the cof- Church, Immanuel Lutheran
U.S. Air Force and my
determining the chemical
fin was carried from the Church, First Presbyterian
Rev Ralph Tucker will speak engineering background. I feel
composition of the moon
church to the strains of "Amer- Church, First Christian Church, at the Locust Grove Church of that I would be able to fulfill my
samples.
ica, the Beautiful." The proc- Calvary Temple, Murray The Nazarene at Kirksey on duties as magistrate well," Guy
Dr. Harry L. Conley,
ession stopped for "Hail to the Church of the Nazarene, St.
Sunday. January 28, during the said, He added that since he is
of
professor
associate
Chief." Then as the coffin icas John's Baptist Church, and St. morning service
at 11.00 and now retired, he would be able to
chemistry at Murray State, is
borne to the hearse Mrs. John- John's Episcopal Church.
devote more time to his duties
the
evening
service
at 6:30.
the chairman of the seminar
son and her daughters said
Rev. Robert Brockhoff,
Rev. Tucker is from southern as magistrate.
committee.
President
and Mrs. president of the Murraygoodby to
The Guys are members of the
Missouri and graduated from
Nixon.
Calloway County Ministerial Bethany, Oklahoma.
First Presbyterian Church.
Moments later, the motor- Association, will give the
Mr. Tucker has been in the
cade began a final passage statement of purpose.
evangelistic field for a nuniber
through Washington streets and
The names of men in of years. His ministry is Bible
on to Andrews Air Force Base Calloway County who died
centered and preaching the
Dr. Ted I.. Crenthwait
in suburban Maryland where during the Vietnam conflict will
work of.th Holy Spirit and work
January 29, at six p.m. in the an Air Force jet would carry be read by Rev. MittM Mat- in the individual's life.
family
the
home
coffin
and
the
cafeteria.
School
tingly. The Litany For Peace
Joe Glenn Walker, nine year Murray High
In making the announcement to Texas for the afternoon bur- will be given by Rev. C. E.
old son of Mr and Mrs. Bobby
ial
Timberlake.
Walker of Murray Route Two, of the joint meeting, Mrs. John
Johnson's silvery,flag-draped
Special music will include two
has received a letter from Pasco, MF.A president, and
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP (Continued from Page 1
Airman First Class Wade S. Billy Dale Outland. CFA casket had been lain upon the anthems sung by the Adult
"Quick Eagle I," a mock comat
the
Lincoln
Capicatafalque
their
all
president,
urge
Baptist
First
of
the
Choir
Johnson, servuig with the Air
Williams, bat exercise involving units of
Florence
tiler
Force at Thailand, thaniung members to be present to hear tol after a Wednesday after- Church, W. Rudolph Howard. daughter of E.E. Williams and the
101st Airborne Div. opened
noon
procession
that
began
fully
the
explain
Dr
Crosthwait
be
also
who
will
director,
him for filling the ditty bag he
the late Mrs. E.E.
here Wednesday with the drop
near
the
his
other
landmark
of
its
System
and
Retirement
all
congregational
the
leading
received through the American
They have three sons, Captain of some 11900 paratroopers into
power, the White House
benefits.
singing for the service.
s.
Red Cross at
James Rains of 'Oslo, Norway, "hostile territory."
Mourners had lined the
Mrs Martha Baker, FDEA
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Robert Rains, S. 16th, and
The local youth placed his
Gusty' winds pushed some
name in the bag he filled as a president, will also attend this march route five and ten deep will read the scripture from Charlie Rains, at home. They
paratroopers away -from the
meeting Mrs Baker sened on as Johnson was borne in stately Micah 4:1-5, and Rev. Richard
part of the thirty bags filled by
have one daughter, Mrs. J.P Bastogne Drop Zone and Army
the Kirksey United Methodist the boar,d , for Teachers' military splendor up Con- E Walker will have the call. to
F'rncesi Walker, also. sot officials said about 45 of the
Avenue
stitution
Wednesday
many
years.
Retirement
for
prayer. Rev. JerrelIWhite, host Murray. The RainsChruch this year He is in Mrs.
also hitire troops suffered injuries. Five
Even
greater
numbers,
perhaps
Calloway
The teachers of
pastor, will give the welcome seven grandchildren
Nancy Lovett's fourth grade at
paratroopers were hospitalized,
an
sombereventual
30,000
filed
County
asked
to
and
Murray
are
and
call
to
Kirksey School.
worship.
Rains attends the First officials said.
following
ly
past
a
his
bier
advantage
of
this
take
outAu-man First Class Johnson
The public is invited to attend United Methodist Church,
Participating in the exercise
said in
Ns letter he was -standing opporturuty to learn brief. solemn ceremony marked this special service to be held in g here he has served on the.
were Air Force and Air Nationstationed at Udorn Royal nu about their retirement system, by the presence of his old col- thanksgiving for the ending of Board of Stewards for 28 years.'
al Guard units from Delaware,
leagues in the Senate and doz- the war in Vietnam,
Air Force Base in Thailand. He a spokesman said.
Rev, He is also the teacher of the New
Jersey, Ohio, Indiana,
ens of other dignitaries.
is from Sacramento, California,
Brockhoff said
Friendship Sunday School South Carolina, Alabama and
President Nixon. who only
and has been in Thailand since
Class.
Mississippi along with the
hours before had proclaimed
June 27. 1972
Rains does all types of 101sts 3rd Brigade and Ft
the Vietnam peace which had
painting and guilding. He has Campbell artillery, engineer
eluded Johnson so long, rode in
local and medical units.
done much work for
the state procession behind the
(Continued from Page 1
husinesses, and also does
The exercise will continue
horse-drawn caisson Inside the
Capitol. he took Mrs. Johnson's farmers may appeal to the State murals and pictures, such as Thursday with mock ground
'Continued from Page 11
arm as she heard her husband C'onunittee if he still feels there 'the ones found in church bap- combat and a heavy equipment
drop from overflying cargo
eulogized as a man ''whose am- is a mistake or an inequity after tistries.
Rains has done around planes. Later in the maneuvers,
War II bombings, but as new
The funeral for Mrs. Sadie bition for himself was nothing the county committee has
twenty-five murals for churches the troops will be deployed in
President in 1953-without Adair will be held Friday at compared to his ambition for reconsidered
permission- eleven a.m. at the chapel of the America "
helicopters.
Congressional
Appeals on conserving bases in Calloway County.
He also does wall murals for
Other units of the division
ordered the first saturation Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
"He gave me one guiding may be made any time through
bombing of North Korea with with Rev. Billy Gallimore of- principle," said J J Pickle, March 16, which is the end of businesses and private homes. will participate in similar exCharles Rains will go on ercises later in the spring.
B-214's at great cost so civilian ficiating.
Johnson's home congressman. program sign-up, but appeals
remembering Calloway County
casitairtres-te-end the dismal
on
Grandsons will serve- si "He mgt.
wheat
yieldsfeed
_grain
v.1$..ei Fate
and -peeserving those naeinories
war
pallbearers and burial will be in for the people."'
yields and feed grain bases
"1 don't seek to justify those the Asberry• Cemetery with the
Throughout. Mrs. Johnson re- must be made by or before for others on canvas, and enprecedents-that is too big a arrangements by the Miller mained Impressively composed, i>ebruary 8, which is the 15th joying hLs work as he does it.
question for this short space I Funeral Home of Hazel where staying to greet personally' all day from the date of the official
just want to point out they friends may call.
guests and notice.
the official
happened, and incidentally
Mrs. Adair, age 92, suc- frequently managing a warm
The appeal period for wheat
were much more costly than cumbed Tuesday, at 11:30 p.m. smile Only when that task was allotments was several months
Nixon's recent action."- at the Henry County General completed did she apply a ago, when producers received
Editorial commentary by Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She was white handkerchief to her glis- their first official notice
ABC's Howard K Smith, Jan. S. born April II, IMO. in Calloway tening eyes
Mrs. Lillian Sue Harrison of
following announcement of the
Murray Girl Scouts, together
1973.
But daughter Luci Nugent, al- 1973 program. The current with all the Girl Scouts of the Farmington Route One sucCounty and was the daughter of
the late John Doran and ways the most outwardly emo- notice serves only as a Bear Creek Girl Scout Council, cumbed Wednesday at 3:45 p.m.
tional of the Johnson women, reminder to the producer of his are holding their annual Girl at the Community Hospital,
Elizabeth Evans Doran.
The attention of the public is
Survivors
include one frequently had to fight back her farm's
wheat allotment, Scout Cookie Sale at this time. Mayfield. She was 73 years of
called to a news story today daughter, Mrs. Della Roland of tears, as did several persons Crawford said.
age.
about Dr Charles I.. Shedd who Glen Haven, Fla., one son, who came through.
The deceased was a memlerThe Scouts started taking
Sign-up for the 1973 feed grain
will be in Murray on January 31, Hardie Adair of Louisville, one
and wheat programs begins orders Saturday, January 20, of the Antioch Church of Christ.
to speak on Dyslexia, which is a sister, Mrs. Lettice Wrather of
February 5 at the ASCS County and will continue through Born October 9, 1899, in Graves
condition of the central nervous Almo, twenty-one grandOffice and continues through Saturday. February 3. There County, she was the daughter of
system which produces lear- children, and several great
are five kinds of cookies in this the late John Ford and
March 16.
(Continued from Page 1)
ning disabilities.
grandchildren.
The AS(' committee chair- year's sale, the same as last Elizabeth Doran Ford.
persons previewed it on
Mrs, Harrison is survived by
man reminds producers that year; mint, assorted sandJanuary 5.
A child with this condition is
butter, her husband, Rune Harrison of
peanut
wiches,
requests
for
measurement
The film is •being premiered
normal in every way except he
pecanettes, and butter shorties. Farmington Route One: two
simultaneously in 23 com- service and set-aside inspection
cannot learn in the conventional
The price is still 60 cents a box. daughters, Mrs. Tommy
are
being
accepted
now
at
the
munities across a six-state,
way. Usually such children are
Hamilton and Mrs. Robert E.
mid-America area. In addition county office and said the
The advanced orders are Wright,
above average intelligence.
both of Graves County;
to Murray,the film's other West earlier such requests are made, being taken during this time but
three sisters, Mrs. Carman
the
earlier
the
service
The
will
collected.
is
be
money
Kentucky premieres will be in
no
School teachers have some
Rogers of Murray, Mrs. Lola
Mayfield at the Princess provided. Measurement ser- cookies will arrive March 9 and Kelso
children who cannot seem to leof Lynn Grove, and Mrs.
vices
are
provided
at
will
the
Scouts
time
cost
by
the
that
Theatre
an
Funeral
at
the
services
at
Arcade
for
Mrs.
arn and most of these teachers
Lydia Charlton of Mayfield;
ASCS
County
Office
in
collect.
deliver
and
order
to
to
Cordie
Theatre
in Paducah, both at the
Whitliox Watkins of
begin
put it down as laziness or lack of
help farmers be certain they NIso, after March 9, many Girl two brothers, Alpha Ford of
interest. No reflection on them, Almo Route One will be held same time as the Murray
Lynn Grove and Bowden Ford
are
complying
a th icout booth sales will be held by
but they are not trained to today at two p.m, at the chapel „showing.
of Murray; six grandchildren;
troops.
requirements
of
Cadette
farm
and
Senior
programs
of
'Of
the
the
film,
one
J.H.
critic has
Churchill Funeral
identify the child who has the
two great grandchildren. in which they participate
. condition called Dyslexia. Any Home with Rev. Willie Johnson wirtten:
Funeral services will be held
striving
to
will
be
troop
Each
Eligibility for participation in
••Hundreds of youngsters
parent who feels his child has officiating. Music will be by the
boxes as possible. Friday at two p.m. at the Anmany
as
sell
all
programs
administered
planning
Flint
by
to
run
Baptist
away from
Church quartet
good intelligence but just
because 5 cents of each box sold tioch Church of Christ with Bro.
cannot seem to learn. stiould with Mrs. Bobbie Garrison as home may change their minds Agricultural Stabilization and
treasury. James Shockley, Bro. Alfred
when they see this picture. Conservation
Service
is is kept in the troop
hear Dr. Shedd. The child just organist.
Individual girls will be working Colley, Jr., and Bro. Harvey
established
under
law
Thousands
of
wit4out.
Pallbearers
parents,
baffled
will
be Raymond
may have this condition. Dr.
regard to race, color, rated, to earn camperships: 48 boxes Lynn Elder officiating.
Shedd has developed a method Brittaint James Gilbert, Odell by the generation pp may find
Honorary pallbearers will be
for a day campership ; 160 boxes
national origin, or sex.
of teaching these children thus Colson, William B. Miller, an answer to questions they
a week at Camp Rear F:urall- Andrus, Perry Harrison,
for
thought
Martin
they
Bailey,
answers
at
had
no
Jr.,
and
John R.
building up self respect in the
Creek; 300 boxes for a two-week Jack Harrison, Fred Harrison,
child and relieving the Imes.
campership at Camp Bear and Julian Jordan. Active
Dr. Graham, in commenting
frustration which comes with
pallbearers will be William
Creek.
Interment will be in the on "Time to Run," has been
the inability to learn in the
Vinson, Jerry' Mac Ford, Isaac
Spring Creek Cemetery with the quoted as saying:
addition, the money will be
regular cssrooni.
Ford, HI.. Ford, Howard
"We live today in a high
arrangements by the J.H.
improvements
capital
for
used
Rogers, and Jimmy Harris
pressure
world
where
And, it is frustrating to a child Churchill Funeral Home.
Jimmy Fain, owner and and maintenance of Camp Bear Ford.
Mrs. Watkins. age 93, died thousands of families kiase- operator of Shirley
council's
resident
the
Creek,
to know that he has intelligence,
Florist, is
Interment will be in the
but just cannot seem to learn. Tuesday at 5:25 a.m. at a fallen prey to the thundering now recuperating at his honie camp on Kentucky Lake and for Antioch church cemetery with
nursing home at Paducah. She pace of activities. Members of after suffering a knee
opportunities
for older
injury. He wider
the arrangements by the
Any civic club which needs a is survived by two daughters, the family are all heading in underwent surgery St Lourdes Scouts I in 1972 four Bear Creek Roberts Funeral Home of
different
Mrs.
directifins
Ruby
HubbsLand
pursuing
St.
Mrs.
events
in
attended
Scouts
to
made
here
one
Hospital, Paducah,- on January
project has
Mityfield. where friends may
order. There has been no Geneva Pace, both of Paducah; different goats and interests 13, and now has his leg in a cast. Louis, New York City, Michigan call until 12:30 p.m. Friday
while
an
ever
-widening void of
Fain was injured
screening of local school one son,Orval Whitlow of'-Almo
while and Florida.
when the body will be taken to
children for this condition which Route One; two step daughters. silence builds up between them.• playing basketball on Monday,
the church.
will
be
used
the
to
inoney
Also
"
'Time
Mrs.
Hershell
Waggoner
to
and
Run'
penetrates January N. Fain, son of Mr and
affects 10 to 1.5 per cent of lila.
assist in many local program
This screening should be held Mrs. Edgar Norwood, both of 'the- problems that divide Mrs. James Fain, is married to opportunities
for Scouts and
HOSPITA1, PATIENTfamilies
Benton:
one
step
son
E.G.
mainVie
the
through
former Patsy Shirley,.
and a follow_
'
Mrs.
Otis Geurin is a patient
leaders.
clear-cut
WatkirEs
four
of
Detroit
Mich.,
Christian
answer to daughterof Mr. and Mr's. Edgar
. these kids
tained MI a.linic .so
in
Hoorn
408 of the, Murrayfamily"
alienations, loneliness Shirley, and they have two
Mrs. Gordon Loberger is the
can overcome this learning grandchildren, . eight great'
Calloway County Hospital. ,
and
grandchildren.
•
frustrations."
Chairtnan.
Cookie
children.
disability
Murray

Rev. Tucker Will

Speak Here Sunday

Joe Glenn Walker
Gets Letter From
Thailand Soldier

Brandon's

Mrs. Sadie Adair's

Funeral Services
.
.
Heard
.
Seen &
To Be On Friday

101st Open
Exercises At
Ft Campbell

Producers...

Mrs. Harrison
Passes Away
Girl Scout Cookie
Sale Now Under Way At Hospital

Graham Film...

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Watkins

Jimmy Fain Suffers
Injury Of His Knee

Students Present
Program At Meet
Of Kirksey PTA
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
Association met Tuesday,
January 2:1, at 1:45 p.m. at the
school.
Bro. James Garrett, minister
of the Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church gave the
devotion reading from Romans
15:1-7.
Paula Cavitt and Marie Armstrong-of Mrs. Marlene Beach's
sixth grade led the pledge to the
flag.
Mrs.
Willie,
Edward
president, introduced the eight
grade basketball players,
cheerleaders, and coach, James
Nix, who were recognized for
their' County Championship
Title, backing the support.
Mrs. Max Hurt, program cochairman, introduced the
children of Mrs. Rachel Neale,
Mrs. Judy' Darnell, and Mrs.
Marlene Beach.
Mrs. Neale's fourth grade
gave an "Art, Phonics, and
Nunesense" sketch. Mrs.
Darnell's fifth grade played
songs on the flute. Mrs. Beach's
sixth grade square danced.
Mrs. Willie called the
business meeting to order. Mrs.
Bobby Locke, secretary read
the minutes. Mrs. Billy Etauell,
treasurer, gave the financial
report.
Announcement was made
that players for the PTA
Basketball team were still
needed. Persons interested may
contact Billy Crick or Billy
Hazlet!,
Motion was passed to give
Johnny Bohannon, principal, a
check toward the purchasing of
needed equipment for the school
lunch room.
Duncan,
Mrs.
Charles
hospitality chairman, announced Mrs. Beach's sixth
grade won the room count,
having the roost mothers
present. • - -Hostesses for the social hour
were the mothers, of Mrs. Ruth
Potts and Mrs Rita Price's first
grades.

Cease Fire . ..
Continued from Page
be brought out in roughly
equal-size „groups during each
15-day period of the 60 days
while American forces are
coming home from South Viet-

Bank Assets...
(Continued from Page Ii
of the bank and Harold G.
Doran, Jr. is chairman of the
board.
The Bank of Murray completed its new University
Branch and this is considered
one of the most modern bank
facilities in this area. The bank
also maintains a branch bank at
South Fifth and Poplar streets.
The razing of the old Beale
Hotel and other buildings at the
downtown
rear
of
the
headquarters of the, bank is
completed and extensive
remodeling is being planned for
the future.
Joe Dick is president of the
Bank of Murray and Chairman
of the Board_
The Peoples Bank maintains
a drive-in branch on South 12th
Street, a TV drive-in branch at
Sixth and Main and a university'
branch on Chestnut Street.
Plans call for a two story
University Branch at the intersection of Chestnut Street
and U.S. 641 North. Extensive
remodeling has been. accomplished at the main bank at
Fifth and Main. The bank also
maintains a parking lot across
the street from the main bank.
Harold Glenn Doran, Jr. is
Chairman of the Board of the
Peoples Bank and William Boyd
is president.
The Peoples Bank is increasing its capital base by the
sale of $100,000 of 6 per cent
preferred stock with a par value .
of $100 per share. Mr . Doran in al
report to customers an&
stockholders said that -bank
economists predict an expansion in the economy for the
year 1973. With the location of
Fisher Price here in Murray',
we should especially enjoy a
good year."
Mr Dick said that in his
opinion the Gross National
Product will be greater in 1973,
exceeding the rate of inflation
which he expects to be larger
also. "For our local community,
we have the most promising
situation," Mr. Dick said,
"possibly the best in the history
of Murray" He listed the coming of Fisher-Price, the commitment from the state to fourlane U.S. 641 North, street
improvements in the city
"With the national economy'
apparently strong for 1973, our
community should enjoy a good
year," he said.
Randall Patterson, President
of the Dees Bank of Hazel said
that his community had grown
"Growth on each side of the
state line should affect the
growth and economy of Hazel,"
Patterson said He indicated
that his bank had lendable funds
for the people of his area and
that his concern was to serve his
community in the best manner
possible.
Bruce Thomas, manager of
the Murray Branch Federal
Savings and Loan Association
and vice-president of the firm
said that he felt that the outlook
for home building in the Murray
area is bright for 1973 and that
his firm has loans available. He
indicated that he is pleased with
the g'rowth of the Murray
Branch which is approximately
one million dollars annually'.
Local assets are over $5 million
dollars.
The Murray Branch is
quartered in modern offices at
Seventh and Maui'streets. The
building was completely
remodeled into expansive offices which also house a community room for use by local
civic groups. The firm also has
a paved parking lot adjacent to
the -building for use by
customers.

The four nations sending 1,160
truce supervisors to South Vietnam are expected to get their
advance e contmgents on the
scene within 41 hours of the
cease-fire, which is to begin at
6 .p.m. CST Saturday.
Hungary and Poland are the
other two members of the international policing group.
The. Hungarian government'
voiced official willingness today
to take part in the cease-fire
control effort. Each country is
to send about 290 men. Poland
has not yet made public its response but is expected to participate.
Rogers leaves Friday mornng for Paris to join In the signing with his counterparts from
North Vietnam, South Vietnam
and the Viet Cong's Provisional
Revolutionary
Government.
Hanoi's foreign minister, Nguyen Duy Trinh, arrived in the
French capital today.
In Paris, specialists from the
United States, North Vietnam,
South Vietnam and the Viet
Cong met on details of applying
the cease-fire arrangement.
In Saigon, President Nguyen
Van Thieu predicted that if the
Communists violate the ceasefire and wage new war, many
nations will join South Vietnam
in fighting them. •
The fast-moving diplomatic
and military moves fit into the
intricate scenario set forth
Members of the Murray State
Wednesday in a 12-page peace University Amateur Radio Club
agreement, plus four side ac- will conduct a Simulated
cords, made public by Washing- Emergency
Test
I SET
ton and Hanoi.
exercise on Saturday, January
Exhuberation over the pros- 27, to test their communications
pective windup of the long war equipment and ability.
was niiird with caution over
This local test is in conwhether the settlement will junction with the Nation-wide
stick in a land where the fight- "Simulated Emergency Test"
ing has been going on for a activities
sponsored
this
generation.
weekend by the American
President Nixon spoke to con- Radio Relay League.
gressional leaders,of "a peace,
Several Mobile units will be in
however fragile, which we have operation, with
the MSU
hopes will endure."
Amateur
Radio
Station,
Negotiator Henry A. Kissin- W1.34NTB, serving as control
ger pledged a major U S. effort station.
for a permanently peaceful InMembers will originate and
dochina but cautioned that the deliver
messages from various
success of the agreement rests points
in the country, under
also "on the spirit in which it is simulated
conditions, which
implemented,"
could be expected to occur
The first batch of Arnerican
'during.. an actual emergency.
prisoners is' dtte to'be airlifted
Results will be evaluated and
out of Hanoi within 15 days of
ased to improve equipment-and
the peace signing.
operator'efficiency.

Emergency Exercise
Planned By Amateur
Radio Club Saturday
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